Scientists are “baffled”, “befuddled”, concerned”, and “curious” about the die-off of the Pacific Ocean.
Almost no one mentions the F word, Fukushima. I put together a list of links from Enenews.com that
show a direct correlation between the Fukushima and the die-off, even if scientists refuse to admit
it. Every story comes from a major publication. These stories have been out since the beginning of the
meltdowns. There is not one scientist studying this who does not have access to this information. Either
they chose to look the other way or they are incompetent researchers who don’t really want to know the
truth.
There are a thousand links here, all in chronological order. If you are pressed for time, skip to the back
and read backwards to see how bad it really is. I put this file together so that when someone says prove
it, at least there are 50 plus pages of links that prove that Fukushima is killing the North Pacific Ocean.
Humans are next.
Radiation levels increase 400 times in quake-hit province - March 13, 2011
Radiation around Fukushima nearing levels where “humans vomit uncontrollably” and “hair can be
stripped from the body” - March 14th, 2011
US Navy detects “radioactive plume” 100 miles from Fukushima - March 14th, 2011
Radioactive cloud hits U.S. aircraft carrier sailing in Pacific — Helicopters coated with radiation - March
14th, 2011
Radioactivity is being “released directly into the atmosphere” – IAEA at 12:15 am EST - March 15th, 2011
US Officials fear Fukushima to be “deadly for decades” – “It would be hard to describe how alarming this
is right now” - March 16th, 2011
Off the Scale: Geiger counter goes wild 60-70 km WEST of Fukushima - March 17th, 2011
Feds admit radioactive xenon-133 from Fukushima detected TWO days ago in Washington State - March
18th
Exposed: Radiation “streaming into atmosphere” after No.4 pool boiled dry in fire – UK Paper - March
18th, 2011
Radioactive fallout has now reached Southern California: Diplomat -AP - March 18th, 2011
Radiation “skyrockets” 20 km from Fukushima — 1,600 times higher than normal -- March 21st, 2011
Spike in radiation levels for West Coast? “Abnormal” readings on 8 of 18 EPA monitors for California,
Oregon, Washington — Devices now “undergoing quality review” - March 22, 2011
Black smoke billows from No. 3 containing plutonium — “We don’t know the reason” - March 23rd, 2011
“Yellow rain” recently reported in Tokyo also happened after Chernobyl — Government assured residents
it was pollen - March 24th, 2011

Person living 170 miles from Fukushima shows “dangerously high radiation levels” - March 25, 2011
Nuclear Forecast: Radioactive particles appear to concentrate over surface of Northern California on
March 28, 29 - March 25th, 2011
4 of 11 radiation monitors were offline in California — EPA assures everything is OK, but much of the
monitoring system broken - March 26th, 2011
Cesium-137 in soil 40 km NW of Fukushima Daiichi more than highest levels found at Chernobyl - March
26th, 2011
Japan NOT testing for Plutonium in highly radioactive water - March 27th, 2011
Radioactive seaweed found in Vancouver, CA — “As of now, the levels we’re seeing are not harmful”:
Nuclear physicist March 28, 2011
By March 21, 5 nuclear isotopes from Fukushima detected in Seattle: Iodine-131, iodine-132,
tellurium-132, cesium-134 and cesium-137 - March 28th, 2011
Radioactive seaweed found in Vancouver, CA — “As of now, the levels we’re seeing are not harmful”:
Nuclear physicist - March 28th, 2011
EPA: Radioactive Iodine-131 levels in PA & MA rainwater “exceed maximum contaminant level permitted
in drinking water” - March 29th, 2011
Radioactive Iodine-131 in Pennsylvania rainwater sample over 3,000% of federal drinking water standard
- March 29th, 2011
China rejects ship from California with “abnormal” radiation — Had only been in Tokyo for a few hours March 29th, 2011
Radioactive iodine now at 4,385 times legal limit in water near Fukushima plant — “Radiation may be
leaking continuously into sea”: Japan - March 30th, 2011
Radiation from Japan Found in Milk from Washington — EPA, FDA “stepping up nationwide monitoring”
March 30th, 2011
Anaheim, CA has highest amount of radioactive fallout of any EPA air monitoring station in Continental
U.S. for iodine-131 - March 31st, 2011
Radioactive Iodine-131 in rainwater sample near San Francisco 18,000% above federal drinking water
standard - March 31st, 2011
Groundwater contamination at 10,000 times above legal limit for radioactive iodine around Fukushima
Daiichi: TEPCO - March 31st, 2011
Fukushima has at least 20 times more radioactive inventory than Chernobyl — Ongoing, massive release
of radioactivity and not over by a long shot - March 31st, 2011

Radiation counter maxed out at 9999+… 35 km from Fukushima, well beyond evacuation zone - April 2,
2011
NY Times contributor confirms California rainwater 181 times above drinking water standards for
radioactive iodine-131 - April 2nd, 2011
Public authorities avoiding details that may trigger alarm or panic — “They don’t want to go there” says
former advisor to US secretary of energy - April 2nd, 2011
Nuclear expert: EPA claim that no harmful radiation could reach US is “idiotic” — EPA says “the federal
government is monitoring the situation” - April 4th, 2011
Canada suspends mobile radiation measurements around Vancouver, BC “until further notice” as
radioactive cloud looms - April 4th, 2011
Japan gov’t covered up high level radioactivity estimates far from exclusion zone - April 4th, 2011
Vancouver seaweed 4 times higher than international limit for iodine-131 in food by March 28 — Levels
increasing April 5th, 2011
Radioactive iodine at 7.5 MILLION times legal limit in water around Fukushima — Cesium-137 at 1.1
MILLION times limit - April 5th, 2011
Maryland senior scientist: “Very surprised” over radioactive iodine-131 findings — “A fat red bar” on graph
never seen before - April 5th, 2011
US Department of Energy lab in Pacific Northwest has “declined” to make nuclear fallout results public,
after initially releasing data - April 6th, 2011
… Kai Vetter, UC Berkeley professor of nuclear engineering [said] “Many people realize this is the only
source of hard data out there — which was a surprise to me.” …
It’s not that government agencies aren’t tracking the spread of radioactive materials. But they have so far
released very little actual data on isotopes of concern to human health, including iodine-131 and
cesium-137.
The Washington Department of Health posts only gross radiation levels, with no information on specific
isotopes. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, which operates a nationwide network of air,
rainwater and milk monitoring stations, has released a few batches of data, including two results from milk
testing: a sample from Des Moines that showed no detectable radiation and one from Spokane with trace
amounts of iodine-131. Scientists from the Department of Energy’s (DOE) Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL) in Richland shared some of the initial data from ultrasensitive instruments designed to
detect fallout from nuclear tests, but have since declined to make other results public. …
“If a university professor and his students can collect samples and turn them around in a reasonable
amount of time and report it, you would think government officials could do the same,” said Robert
Alvarez, senior scholar at the liberal think tank Institute for Policy Studies and a former DOE deputy
assistant secretary for national security. …

Strawberries, mushrooms with Cesium-137 found in Northern California; 5 of 6 items in food chain
sampling test have radioactive particles - April 8th, 2011
Cesium-134 and 137 found in US food supply; Organic milk bought in San Francisco Bay Area - April 8th,
2011
Uranium-234 detected in Hawaii, Southern California, and Seattle - April 9th, 2011
Cesium-137 levels in Vermont milk at 66% of maximum contaminant level allowed by EPA - April 9th,
2011
Arkansas milk 300% above EPA’s maximum contaminant level for radioactive iodine-131… 11 days ago April 10th, 2011
Note the government withheld this information for a week and a half before reporting it
Vietnam finds Uranium-238 in sample of pine needles — 4,000 km away from Fukushima - April 11th,
2011
Amount of radiation in 3 gallons of milk from Hilo, Hawaii surpasses annual maximum contaminant level
set by EPA - April 11th, 2011
Nuclear professor “surprised” by radioactive seaweed south of Seattle — “I guess I was assuming it
wouldn’t reach this far, but it did” - April 12th, 2011
Latest UCB test results: First time radioactive cesium found in spinach, arugala, and kale around San
Francisco Bay area - April 13th, 2011
Top DOE official: US “had difficulty grasping what was actually happening” at Fukushima - May 13th, 2011
Feds ‘closely monitoring’ seafood: FDA says NOAA is keeping an eye on Pacific fish for radioactivity;
NOAA declines to answer questions, says check with FDA - April 17th, 2011
Almost half of Japanese women tested show radioactive iodine-131 in breast milk — Highest
contamination found 150 miles from Fukushima - April 21st, 2011
Radioactive Strontium Found in Hawaii Milk - April 27th, 2011
Nuclear expert says Americium has been found in New England - April 28th, 2011
“I cannot allow this”… government not protecting public from radiation — “Highly unusual” for an
academic to quit in protest - April 30th, 2011
[A Japanese government] adviser resigned during a tearful news conference in which he charged that the
government was not adequately protecting the population from radiation. [...]
“I cannot allow this as a scholar,” said Mr. Kosako, an expert on radiation safety at the University of Tokyo.
[...]

He also blasted the government for what he said was a lack of transparency in releasing radiation levels
around the Fukushima Daiichi plant [...]
Government advisory positions are considered prestigious, and it is highly unusual for an academic to
quit one in protest. [...]
Senior adviser who resigned says Japan gov’t set public’s safe radiation limit 20 times too high - April
30th, 2011
EPA will no longer conduct radiation monitoring related to Fukushima — Results have not been updated
for almost a week - May 3rd, 2011
Radioactive particles on seafloor at over 1,000 times normal level — 20 km from Fukushima plant - May
3rd, 2011
Feds Abandon Extra Radiation Monitoring of Milk, Water — Routine measurements will resume; nuclear
expert calls decision “staggering”, - May 5, 2011
The U.S. government has abandoned efforts to monitor elevated levels of radiation that infiltrated the
nation’s water and milk in the wake of a nuclear catastrophe in Japan. [...]
“I really am horrified,” said Daniel Hirsch, a nuclear policy lecturer at the University of California, Santa
Cruz. “It’s quite staggering and it seems to be part of the pattern of the EPA trying to make sure that there
are no measurements that could cause people to be concerned.”
“The agency will return to testing radiation levels in rainwater, drinking water and milk every three months.
The next such tests are planned in August.”
Off the Scale: Radiation in No. 1 reactor building exceeds 1,000 millisieverts per hour — Levels too high
for Geiger counter to measure - May 13th, 2011
Highest Yet: 2 Sieverts per hour detected in No. 1 reactor building on May 13- May 14th, 2011
Private testing finds high concentration of Plutonium in soil over 30 miles from Fukushima — “Very high
radiation that is very different to what the gov’t released” - May 15th, 2011
Report: Obama administration urged Japan Prime Minister’s government “to take steps to prevent a
further decline in Tepco stock” - May 16th, 2011
Cesium-137 rising in samples of strawberries, kale, and grass from Northern California - May 16th, 2011
Strange: U.S. made “strong request” that radioactive water be dumped in ocean says special adviser to
Japan gov’t - May 18th, 2011
Nuclear Physicist: Most of the fallout from plutonium-containing MOX fuel will drop on U.S., unless very
strong winds take it elsewhere - May 18th, 2011
Korean TV news director exposed to 148 milliSieverts — Chromosome analysis shows 7 cells out of
1,000 damaged - May 19th, 2011

Fukushima worker’s told his internal radiation level is 30,000 cpm — “That’s never happened before” May 19th, 2011
“A Massive Cover-up”: Texas officials directed staff to change test results that showed drinking water
exceeded EPA radiation limits - May 20th, 2011
UN committee chairman studying Fukushima radiation impact: “We wouldn’t expect to see health effects”
in children, workers, or anyone else - May 22nd, 2011
(This lady should be charged with war crimes for her asinine statements.)
Nearly 5,000 nuke plant workers suffering internal radiation exposure after ‘visiting’ Fukushima — Local
gov’t to consider testing residents - May 22nd, 2011
Over one thousand nuclear workers have internal radiation of 10,000+ cpm after visiting Fukushima - May
23rd, 2011
Highest Yet: State of California finds Iodine-131 in milk sample for first time since March - May 23rd, 2011
Testimony: University professor pressured not to release radiation data - May 23rd, 2011
US nuclear industry was “fortunate” that BP Oil Disaster happened — Helped shape communication
strategy for Fukushima - May 27th, 2011
Academics warn that TEPCO has failed to disclose scale of radiation leaks — Gov’t to release details at
“appropriate time” - May 27th, 2011
High-level radiation found over 300 km stretch off Fukushima — “Reconcentration” of radioactive
substances observed… TEPCO had said it would significantly dilute in ocean - May 28th, 2011
Gov’t answer to protecting children in Fukushima from radioactive fallout? Wear long-sleeved shirts while
at school - June 1st, 2011
Hospital: 40% of Fukushima visitors show internal exposure to radiation - June 2nd, 2011
IAEA is mandated to “accelerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic energy” — “Like expecting a
tobacco company to prevent lung cancer” - June 3rd, 2011
IAEA: Japan gov’t response to nuclear crisis has been “exemplary” — Long-term response “impressive
and well organized” - June 3rd, 2011
Expert thinks US West Coast might see contamination of water and fish by 2013 - June 5th, 2011
Scientists: Average person in Seattle breathed in 10 hot radioactive particles a day during April - June 5th,
2011
Not Just Cancer: “How Low Doses Of Radiation Can Cause Heart Disease And Stroke” - June 7th, 2011

5.77 microsieverts per hour of radiation measured near Tokyo at ground level — Gov’t “is desperately
trying to keep it quiet” - June 7th, 2011
Australian reporter finds radiation readings higher than gov’t has released — Consistent upward revisions
“a cause for concern” for all of Japan - June 7th, 2011
Researchers: Kuroshio Current “could rapidly carry the radioactivity into the interior of the Pacific Ocean” June 8th, 2011
Nowhere to Run: Hot radioactive particles in Seattle at 50 percent of levels seen in Tokyo — Latches onto
lung tissue - June 8th, 2011
Gov’t report suggests situation “far worse” than meltdown — It “is the worst possibility in a nuclear
accident” - June 8th, 2011
Radiology experts find up to 45 microsieverts/hour near school zone — 90 times higher than Chernobyl
evacuation threshold - June 9th, 2011
On the Rise: Highest level of Cesium-137 in Bay Area topsoil since April - June 11th, 2011
Fukushima is already at or above Chernobyl levels and it continues to release significant amounts of
radiation, says former U.S. Energy Dept. Official - June 11th, 2011
Head of Fukushima health study: 100 mSv/yr OK for pregnant moms — “Effects of radiation do not come
to people that are happy… They come to people that are weak-spirited” - June 11th, 2011
(So if you die of cancer, it is because you are depressed and weak-spirited.)
“Remember the number 100. Compared to that, the Soviet Union required a mandatory evacuation during
Chernobyl at five millisieverts.”
Kyodo: Strontium detected in groundwater — Says 240 times max limit was actually found in seawater June 12th, 2011
6,000 Bq/kg of Cesium-137 found in mushrooms from Bulgaria — EU-wide food safety alert issued -June
12th, 2001
Massive entry of radiation into groundwater will spread throughout water table in Northern Japan (VIDEO)
- June 13th, 2011
Metallic taste in mouth now being reported in Japan and US west coast — Telltale sign of radiation
exposure - June 13th, 2011
Obama told by Kan that helicopter’s failed water drop was a “success” - June 13th, 2011
CTBTO has trove of sampling data about Fukushima radiation release — Scientists wonder if equipment
may have been miscalibrated - June 14th, 2011

Huge spike in US infant mortality in the four months after Chernobyl vs. Is dramatic increase in US baby
deaths a result of Fukushima Fallout? - June 15th, 2011
Scientists tracking Fukushima release question why radiation spread so quickly to the Southern
Hemisphere - June 14th, 2011
Radioactive whales caught 650 km from Fukushima plant - June 15th, 2011
FOX: Is Iodine-131 Killing Babies In Philadelphia? Deaths up 48 percent since radiation levels spiked in
tap water - June 16th, 2011
Japan nuclear operator “tampered with video images of the fire to hide the scale of the disaster” - June
17th, 2011
FOX affiliate in Seattle: Northwest sees 35% infant mortality spike post-Fukushima - June 19th, 2011
AP Investigation: At aging US nuke plants Feds are repeatedly weakening safety standards or simply
failing to enforce them - June 20th, 2011
Report: Fukushima reactor water may be 144 times as radioactive as anticipated — Would be almost 20
times total Chernobyl release - June 20th, 2011
1.6 billion becquerels of radioactive materials released from Reactor No. 2 late Sunday, says TEPCO June 20th, 2011
Canadian newspaper tries to get soil tested for radiation — Private companies, gov’t agencies, and
universities all refused to get involved - June 21st, 2011
TEPCO admits decontamination system at Fukushima “not working” - June 22nd, 2011
Radioactive substances rose 5 km in air on March 14-15 — Carried by jet stream to US and Europe June 22nd, 2011
Australia’s nuclear safety regulator decided there is no need to screen any more sea or air cargo arriving
from Japan — Dock workers concerned about radiation exposure - June 24th, 2011
Idaho Paper: EPA’s “RadNet monitors were shipped out of Boise Tuesday” — Don’t expect an update any
time soon _ June 23rd, 2011
Parts of school playground declared off-limits after .25 microsieverts/hr detected 200 km SE of Fukushima
— Children and staff must wear hats and gargle regularly - June 23rd, 2011
Lady Gaga promises to promote Japan as a safe destination: “I’m going to run around Tokyo and enjoy
the beautiful city and kiss all the beautiful little monsters” - June 23rd, 2011
IAEA closed door session: Group was unable to obtain necessary information from Japan about
Fukushima — Led to difficulties projecting how radioactive materials would spread around world - June
23rd, 2011

Japan ‘discovers’ tons of radioactive water have been leaking into ground at Fukushima - June 28th, 2011
Fox News: “U.S. is receiving a steady flow of radiation from Fukushima” — Media paying little attention to
radiation in food, as if problem only involves Japan - June 29th, 2011
“Very high concentrations” of hot particles in Pacific NW during April, May — Includes plutonium and
americium (AUDIO) - June 29th, 2011
The world must be thinking “What on earth is wrong with Japan? Where’s the sense of crisis?” — Why
isn’t our government protecting us, asks daycare center founder -June 29th, 2011
Leaked emails show British gov’t worked with nuke companies on PR campaign to downplay Fukushima
— Degree of collusion “truly shocking” - June 30th, 2011
98.6% of time, air contamination around Fukushima plant is not measured — TEPCO says it lacks
qualified personnel to “change the filters” - June 30th
All 10 children tested in large city 60 km from Fukushima meltdown have radioactive urine — “High
possibility” that children in and near city exposed to internal radiation - June 30th, 2011
Radioactive Tellurium-129m detected in seawater for first time — Short 34 day half-life indicates new leak,
TEPCO says no July 1st, 2011
Orwellian: “Radiation was being released deliberately” from Fukushima meltdown argued British gov’t July 1st, 2001
British gov’t deeply involved in blatant conspiracy designed to manipulate the truth — Very effective
attempt to ‘calm’ reporting of true story of Fukushima- July 1st, 2011
Radiation monitoring station data was actually three decimal places greater than numbers released to
public, says Japan’s former Minister for Internal Affairs - July 2nd, 2011
45% of kids in Fukushima survey had thyroid exposure to radiation — Up to 50 millisieverts per year
equivalent for 1-year-old - July 5th, 2011
B.C. Canada sees spike in number of sudden infant deaths — “Why so many of those have come up this
year, we don’t know” - July 6th, 2011
Faked: Japan nuke company caught using employees to ask questions during televised hearing — Told to
impersonate private citizens who want reactors restarted - July 7th, 2011
New long-term roadmap says removal of melted nuclear fuel may begin in 10 years… “If technology
essential for the work has been developed” - July 9th, 2011
June 30 meeting revealed depleted uranium storage facility burned after quake — Contained 1,800 lbs. of
DU - July 9th, 2011
NRC admits it routinely does not share reports from nuke industry with public — Including info about
radiation leaks - July 10th, 2011

Forbes: Biophysicist casts critical light on gov’t assurances that Americans were never at risk from
Fukushima fallout — I watched officials attempt to minimize public alarm - July 10th, 2011
Radiation data from Seattle-area survey may be withheld by Feds for national security purposes - July
12th, 2011
Report: Peaches in Los Angeles-area found with radiation at more than double site background levels July 12th, 2011
Indoor mushrooms contain 1,770 bq/kg of radioactive cesium — Gov’t “determining the cause” - July
16th, 2011
Report: 1.68 µSv/hr detected in Canadian rain water sample — Geiger counter display reads
“DANGEROUS RADIATION BACKGROUND” - July 18th, 2011
Gov’t allows cows to emit up to 100,000 CPM of radioactivity — Humans would be required to undergo
full-body decontamination - July 18th, 2011
Japan, TEPCO to admit that treating Fukushima’s highly radioactive water will take up to three years July 18th, 2011
Report: Air sample in Tokyo 270 times more contaminated with Cesium-137 than global weapons fallout
peak (VIDEO) - July 18th, 2011
Gov’t: “Colossal blunder” — “It was beyond our expectations that straw would become a source of
radioactive contamination” - July 18th, 2011
CBS: Whistleblower says “the books are being cooked” — “You can see a Fukushima happening here in
the U.S.” — “They wired my car for firebombing” (VIDEO) - July 19th, 2011
“It is so critical now”: Local Japanese official sends S.O.S. concerning plutonium, strontium and other
radionuclides (VIDEO) - July 19th, 2011
CBS: Nuclear workers “terrified to come forward” — Whistleblower won’t appear on TV fearing retaliation
by NRC (VIDEO) - July 20th, 2011
“Muzzled”: Fukushima teacher quits after stopped from alerting students about radiation exposure —
Asst. principal says “I don’t think the children are safe either” - July 28th, 2011
Vancouver Paper: Health Canada detected massive amounts of radioactive material from Fukushima —
Iodine-131 spiked above maximum allowed limit at 4 of 5 sites - August 4th, 2011
Member of Parliament: Health Canada “negligent” on Fukushima radiation threats - August 5th, 2011
“Stone-cold evidence that earthquake testing at US plants has been faked” — MORE: “Four nervous
whistleblowers ready to tell their horror stories” - August 7th, 2011
Oklahoma City rain at 1.62 microsieverts per hour — “Dangerous Radiation Background” (VIDEO) August 7th, 2011

Gov’t secretly dumping huge amounts of radioactive material from Fukushima — “The situation is
expected to worsen” - August 7th, 2011
Radioactive Fish: All 21 samples caught 50+ km from Fukushima plant exceeded maximum cesium level August 9th, 2011
Mayor: Japan gov’t lying about why it failed to publicly release radiation data (VIDEO) - August 9th, 2011
Paper: Group wants radiation tests done in Canada — Health Canada calls 300 times background levels
of iodine-131 “minute” - August 11th, 2011
TEPCO funds chair/professsorship at MIT — Nuclear researcher: “Nuclear researchers have a stake in
reassuring the pubic that nothing bad is happening” - August 11th, 2011
ABC: Japan’s nuclear agency hides children’s radiation results - August 11th, 2011
NHK Special: Japan researchers found radiation levels exceeding most contaminated zone in Chernobyl
called Red Forest (VIDEO) - August 12th, 2011
Nursery School: Geiger counter “nearly off the scale” near play equipment — Topsoil had already been
replaced (VIDEO) - August 15th, 2011
Report: 400,000,000,000 neutrons released per square meter surface of spent fuel pools between March
13-20 - August 15th, 2011
Radioactive sulfur in California spiked to highest levels ever detected: University researchers - August
15th, 2011
Report: Neptunium-239 found in soil about 40 km from meltdown — “Several thousand becquerels” —
Similar to levels detected at front gate of Fukushima plant - August 15th, 2011
Unprecedented Spike: 1501 atoms of radioactive sulfur per meter³ was detected in California air - August
16th, 2011
Xinhua: Gov’t says “waters in China have been affected by the radioactive materials” from Fukushima —
Contamination levels higher than what Japan claims - August 16th, 2011
Researcher: Tokyo sample had radioactivity levels higher than in Chernobyl exclusion zone — “There’s a
very, very high level of contamination even as far south as Tokyo” (VIDEO) - August 17th, 2011
“Tends to concentrate in the testicles”: 360+ atoms of radioactive sulfur per day may have been inhaled
by Californians after Fukushima - August 17th, 2011
Marine biologist in Canada: Salmon species needs to be tested for radiation — Gov’t doesn’t want us to
know - August 19th, 2011
‘Scientists don’t know why’: Cesium-137 in soil near Chernobyl has half-life of 180 to 320 years, not 30
years as is typical - August 22nd, 2011

Japanese Journalist: “It’s like killing our own children, I cannot allow it to happen” — Teachers forcing
students to eat food that parents fear is contaminated with radiation (VIDEO) - August 22, 2011
“We are basically recreating Fukushima all over again” — Clouds of radiation continue across to Pacific
Northwest (VIDEO) - August 23rd, 2011
Argentum-110m detected in marine life: China researchers — All water samples contain strontium-90 August 24th, 2011
Bloomberg: ‘Hot Spots’ Spreading — Gov’t to check radiation up to 460 km from meltdowns - August
24th, 2011
“We’ve got to stop these sorts of reports coming out” — Int’l conference warns that media talk of
Fukushima health effects “may be harmful” - August 30th, 2011
French map of cesium-137 deposition from Fukushima shows the US more contaminated than Western
Japan (MAP & VIDEO) - September 1st, 2011
Atmc.jp now posting Fukushima radiation forecast maps from Swiss Meteorological Bureau — Latest
shows particles traveling across Pacific (VIDEOS) - September 7th, 2011
Japan gov’t reveals ‘unlucky combination’ of rain and wind washed down radioactive debris over wide
area around meltdowns — Radiation had been expected to go over Pacific - September 9th, 2011
U. of Texas researchers: Fukushima release “so great” that radioactive aerosols in Washington were up to
100,000 normal - September 10th, 2011
Strange: Nuclear waste being processed during explosion in France had radioactivity of 17 becquerels/kg
— 30 times less contaminated than what Japan considers safe to eat - September 12th, 2011
Expert: Already hearing reports of kids suffering heart attacks — Beware deadly cardiac problems in
children caused by Fukushima radiation (VIDEO) - September 12th, 2011
Japan gov’t prepares for further large-scale radiation release from Fukushima — Emergency drill on
Monday presupposed further meltdown of No. 3 reactor core - September 13th, 2011
Mag: “Large quantity” of Neptunium-239 flew at least 60km from Fukushima meltdowns — Decays into
Plutonium-239 - September 13th, 2011
Report: Japan gov’t trying to stop citizens from taking their own radiation measurements -NHK September 13th, 2011
Both cesium-134 and cesium-137 increase in latest San Francisco Bay Area milk sample (CHART) September 15th, 2011
Gov’t scientists: Cesium from Fukushima to reach Atlantic Ocean - September 15th, 2011
Radioactive manganese-54, silver-110m and cobalt-60 found in seaweed sample 30km south of
Fukushima - September 16th, 2011

Canadians suspicious over radiation testing of seafood — Official “puzzled” gov’t withholding where
samples were taken - September 20th, 2011
Japan lawmaker: Plutonium certainly went deep within basement of Reactor No. 3 — Anyone’s guess
where it’s at now - September 20th, 2011
Report: 75% of Fukushima’s 300,000 children going to schools so contaminated they would be radiation
control areas in nuclear plants - - September 20th, 2011
Radiation levels around Fukushima plant now over 400 times higher than announced by TEPCO September 21st, 2011
Gov’t: Clouds brought radioactive iodine southward after meltdowns, not only NW as was reported —
Now trying to determine levels because of cancer risk (MAP & VIDEO) - - September 22nd, 2011
Dept. of Homeland Security-funded Study: Up to 430 pCi/liter of radioactive iodine found in N. California
rain after Fukushima (CHART) - September 22nd, 2011
Warned: Race competitors told not to bring personal food to Japan — Many teams wanted to — Told do
not pack food in luggage - September 23rd, 2011
Secret U.S. plan to dump decommissioned nuclear reactors into sea - September 27th, 2011
Outrage: Federal training manual refers to sickened nuclear workers as “Freddy Krueger” - September
27th, 2011
Japan ‘scared’ of telling truth to Fukushima evacuees - September 28th, 2011
[...] Matsumoto confirms the prime minister at the time – Naoto Kan – also contemplated evacuating tens
of millions of people from in and around Tokyo. [...]
“There was no clue about the amount of radiation coming from the Fukushima plant or if it was spreading
over 100 or 200 kilometres.
“If that was the case, Tokyo would be in danger. And prime minister Kan actually said that eastern Japan
might not be able to keep functioning; that it might collapse.”
Professor Matsumoto says in the end, talk of tens of millions ["30 million people"] being evacuated was
dismissed, with fears it would cause mass panic and chaos worse than the nuclear crisis itself. [...]
ABC Australia: Former special adviser says Japan “too scared” to tell people the truth about Fukushima
future - September 28th, 2011
Fukushima Part II? Tokyo to begin burning massive amounts of radioactive waste from disaster area —
Burns will continue for at least 2.5 years, until March 2014 (VIDEO) - September 28th, 2011

Cesium nearly doubles over past month in Bay Area milk — Now well above EPA’s maximum contaminant
level - September 29th, 2011
Chernobyl expert: Fukushima is “largest delivery of radiation into the ocean ever seen” — “We still don’t
know how much was released” - September 29th, 2011
Gov’t nuclear adviser “flabbergasted” that Japan failed to distribute iodine pills after meltdowns September 29th, 2011
WSJ: Officials sharply raised radiation levels for residents to get iodine pills after meltdown — 75 times
higher than WHO recommends for children - September 29, 2011
‘Sobering’ Results: Ocean currents keeping radiation from being diluted — Highest cesium values not
necessarily closest to Fukushima September 29th, 2011
New Scientist: “Plutonium from Fukushima was expected to rapidly disperse in the Pacific Ocean —
Instead, it seems that the levels remain high” - October 2nd, 2011
Japan Gov’t: Plutonium will no longer be measured — Almost impossible for normal person to detect,
geiger counters ineffective - October 4th, 2011
Professor in Japan: Gov’t blatantly under-reporting radiation data — “It will become common knowledge
that the contamination has come far beyond what is being reported in the media” - October 4th, 2011
Tweets from Fukushima worker: Trees dying around nuke plant… Pine doesn’t wither in Autumn! —
Similar reports in Tokyo area (PHOTOS) - October 5th, 2011
British physicist Wade Allison calls for radical increase in radiation exposure limits - October 6th, 2011
Someone who should be charged with crimes against humanity.
Report: Fukushima worker warns ‘get out of Japan before Spring’ — Radioactive pollen very serious —
Radiation will spread around again - October 6th, 2011
Report: NRC analysis indicated “elevated child thyroid” in Alaska, Pacific island… With only 1 of 3 reactor
cores releasing radiation - October 7th, 2011
Japan Times: Cesium levels spiking with unusually high amount of fallout in Okutama, Tokyo up to
300,000 Bq/m² — Home to World’s largest drinking water reservoir of its kind, built to supply Tokyo October 9th, 2011
BBC: Former top WHO official says there’s evidence that a kind of genetic mutation is being passed on
after Chernobyl meltdown - October 10th, 2011
TV: “We don’t want to create a panic, but it’s good to know” — Radioactive tsunami debris coming to
Hawaii “much earlier” than predicted - October 19th, 2011
220 days later: Radiation levels in San Francisco-area milk remain above EPA’s Max Contaminant Level
— Cesium-137 continues steady increase that began in August - October 20th, 2011

Top US nuclear official bursts into laughter after question on deaths of irradiated Fukushima workers October 28th, 2011
“High concentrations” of radiation hit US and Canada — Plume was rich in Cesium-137 and “close to the
surface” from Vancouver southward — See also Hawaii, Florida (MAPS) - October 28th, 2011
France: 20 times more cesium was released from Fukushima into sea than TEPCO claims - October
28th, 2011
27 quadrillion becquerels of cesium-137 flowed into sea — Doesn’t include first week of crisis — 30 times
what Tepco claimed - October 29th, 2011
Eye swelling a symptom of thyroid disorder — I often hear how childrens’ eyes become swollen after
being in radiation-contaminated sandboxes, says Japanese organizer… Remember the kitten? (VIDEO) October 31st, 2011
University Researcher: Portland-area topsoil with up to 8,000 pCi/kg of cesium from Fukushima — Over
10,000% higher than highest levels found by UC Berkeley - November 1st, 2011
Report: Nuclear companies infiltrated universities - November 3rd, 2011
Japan Cancer Specialist: If this many people are having similar symptoms, doctors need to recognize
them as symptoms of radiation exposure — Can’t be dismissed as a mere cold - November 2nd, 2011
Asahi: Gov’t funded researchers “have sounded the alarm” — Calling for “immediate” monitoring — 175
Billion becquerels flow PER DAY in just one river in one city 60 km from meltdowns - November 27th,
2011
Reuters: Radiation tests underway on dead and diseased seals in Alaska — Suffering bleeding lesions,
hair loss (PHOTO) - December 28th, 2011
Diseased Alaska seals tested for radiation have abnormal brain growths, undersized lymph nodes —
Environmental cause indicated — Also found in Russia, Canada — Walruses next? (PHOTOS) December 28th, 2011
Seals, walruses… now “unprecedented” number of sea turtle deaths in Vancouver Island says
oceanographer (AUDIO) - January 2nd, 2012
Asahi: Baby humpback whale found dead near Tokyo Bay (VIDEO) - January 5th, 2012
Video: Fukushima birds unable to fly - January 5th, 2012
Mainichi: Massive dead creature floating in Tokyo Bay — Near where radioactive ash is dumped
(PHOTO) - January 10th, 2012
NRC email on potential contamination of Alaska waters from Fukushima radiation - January 11th, 2012
Study finds Fukushima worse than Chernobyl on bird population — “Dramatically” elevated DNA mutation
rates and extinctions — Insect life significantly reduced — Shows immediate consequence of radiation February 2nd, 2012

US gov’t kept worst-case Fukushima scenario secret from public — “Possibility of radiation exceeding
safe levels for thyroid doses in Alaska” - February 7th, 2012
TV: Gov’t testing for radioactive material on Hawaii beaches — “It is something that’s been quietly under
way for the past year here” — NOAA, EPA, State all preparing together for tsunami debris - February 9th,
2012
NOAA: No radiation levels that would “directly” cause seal deaths, Fukushima not a “primary factor” —
AP misreports this as “scientists find no radiation” — Cesium levels not released - February 17th, 2012
Imagine a government agency lying to the public! What a shock!
Study: Fukushima radiation plume contacted North America at California ‘with greatest exposure in
central and southern California’ - March 29th, 2012
40,000,000 Bq of iodine-131 in a single bed of kelp off Southern California — Amount most likely larger March 30th, 2012
Southern California had 2,500 Bq/kg of iodine-131 in seaweed — Over 500% higher than other tests in
U.S., Canada - March 30th, 2012
Scientists: California fish harmed by Fukushima radiation? Thyroids are sensitive to iodine-131 —
Radioactive marterial probably accumulated in opaleye, halfmoon and senorita - March 31st, 2012
Japan Gov’t Study: Fukushima contamination in ocean reached Alaska in under a month (MAP) - April
4th, 2012
USGS issues announcement about polar bears with oozing sores, hair loss in Alaska — Gov’t testing for
radiation — 3 of 4 captured yesterday affected — Similar symptoms as recent mystery seal deaths - April
7th, 2012
Newspaper: Orange County coastal fish possibly affected by radioactivity — “I would assume it’s there” in
the plants and animals off California’s coast says researcher - April 7th, 2012
TV: Radiation in kelp could create a health concern for S. California seafood lovers — “The question we
all want answered, how dangerous is this to you and me?” (VIDEO) - April 10th, 2012
Tepco to dump groundwater from under reactor buildings into ocean — Kyodo: 1,000 tons a day; “Tepco
would check contamination level before releasing it” - April 24th, 2012
L.A. Daily News Column: Radioactive kelp is California’s “most under-reported story of the spring” — “It’s
been somewhat radioactive off-and-on for months” - April 29th, 2012
Congress: Radiation might be detected in U.S. waters — “Could remain a valid concern for years” —
Potential for corridor of “highly contaminated” water traveling away from Japan - May 8, 2012
Fukushima Daiichi Worker: Nothing can be done except to leak radioactive water! — Honestly feel that
we are dumping massive amounts into ocean — Will spread all over world, reaching Hawaii and US soon
May 8th, 2012

Scientists: “Absolutely every one” of bluefin tunas tested from S. California was contaminated with
Fukushima radiation — “We were definitely surprised to see it at all – and even more surprised to see it in
every one we measured”- May 28th, 2012
Fukushima contamination carried to shores of U.S. — Radioactive tuna caught off San Diego coast —
“We were frankly kind of startled” says scientist _ May 28th, 2012
Forbes: Source says radiation detected in fish oil samples - May 29th, 2012
Full California Tuna Study Now Online: Possibility of radioactive contamination raises public health
concerns — Spent less than a month in waters near Japan — Turtles, sharks, birds also at risk? - May
30th, 2012
California TV: Seafood industry CEO advises “stay away from bluefin tuna” — Worry that radiation could
get worse before it gets better - May 30th, 2012
Japanese Professor: Where did all that plutonium contaminated water disappear to? Into the Pacific
Ocean or the ground, of course — Who can comprehend the magnitude of radioactive contamination that
threatens never to end? - May 31st, 2012
US Gov’t Memo: Nuclear fall-out in ocean does NOT gradually spread out — ‘Streams of higher
radioactive materials’ - June 1st, 2012
Congressman to FDA: Unknown how radioactive fallout in US affected marine environment — Wants ‘a
listing of all instances of species found to have elevated levels’ - June 2nd, 2012
Study: Contaminated water from Fukushima reactors could double radioactivity levels of US coastal
waters in 5 years — “We were surprised at how quickly the tracer spread” (PHOTO & VIDEO) - July 9th,
2012
Study: North America’s West Coast to be most contaminated by Fukushima cesium of all regions in
Pacific in 10 years — “An order-of-magnitude higher” than waters off Japan (MAPS) - July 15th, 2012
Head Researcher: California bluefin tuna with Fukushima cesium in waters near Japan for under a
month? What will they look like after spending entire life there? (AUDIO) - July 16th, 2012
Physician: I’ve surfed all over the world and I don’t ever really want to go in Pacific Ocean again because
of Fukushima radiation - July 14th, 2012
Cover: Nuclear Fishin’ — High radiation levels in some Pacific seafood concerns university doctors
(PHOTO) - July 25th, 2012
Radio: Nuclear test site in danger of collapsing — Could create 15 meter tsunami — 193 explosions
conducted in little area (AUDIO) - August 18th, 2012
Radio: Mysterious disease killing seals in Atlantic Ocean — Fukushima fallout testing underway by gov’t
scientists (AUDIO) - September 1st, 2012
Fukushima plant “to keep contaminating the Pacific Ocean for the rest of time” if fuel can’t be removed —
No good solution, must constantly pump out water from under buildings - September 3rd, 2012

Kyodo: Radioactive water reached 3,200 kilometers east of Fukushima six months ago - September 18th,
2012
Sickened Alaska seals concentrated where Fukushima radioactive plume made landfall after 3/11 (MAPS)
- September 19th, 2012
1 quadrillion becquerels of total strontium into Pacific via wastewater — Giant spike in levels offshore
Fukushima many months after 3/11 (PHOTO) - September 21st, 2012
“Like Green Starlight”: Highly contaminated ‘marine snow’ covered seafloor at least 2,000 kilometers from
Fukushima by July 2011 - September 29th, 2012
Researchers: Continuing radioactive leaks from Fukushima Daiichi — “There must be a source” —
300,000,000,000 becquerels a month thought entering Pacific - November 14th, 2012
NHK: Tepco doesn’t deny radioactive materials are seeping into Pacific (VIDEO) - November 14th, 2012
Kaku: US must monitor tuna very carefully for Fukushima radioactivity — Warns othe sea life may be
contaminated - November 23rd, 2012
Radio: “Continually, radioactive elements are being flushed into the Pacific” — “The Fukushima accident
will never end, they have no idea how to clean it up” -Caldicott (AUDIO) - January 19th, 2013
Tepco: We are planning to dump water from Fukushima plant into Pacific Ocean - January 24th, 2013
Pilot: Large amounts of tsunami debris coming ashore — “Holy crap, all of a sudden you see all this stuff”
- January 31st, 2013
NHK ‘Inside Fukushima’: Highest radiation on tour found between Pacific Ocean and Reactor 3 — 1,370
microsieverts per hour (VIDEO) - February 2nd, 2013
Study: Fukushima plutonium in Pacific Ocean from ‘liquid direct releases’? - February 4th, 2013
TV: Record numbers of sickened sea lion pups in So. California — “Something has changed” — “We are
prepping in the back of our heads for the worst case scenario” (VIDEOS) - February 12th, 2013
L.A. Times: NOAA to start testing wildlife for Fukushima contamination - February 26th, 2013
(But they did not start testing according to NOAA officials in Alaska - or they have not released the
results.)
Guardian: Fukushima workers trying to “stop radiation leaking into the sea” — Steel shield to keep
contamination from entering Pacific? - March 3rd, 2013
Tepco: It’s ‘really impossible’ for us to keep storing liquid from Fukushima reactors — We need to think
about discharging it into ocean - March 10th, 2013
AFP: Disturbing, relentless flow of tsunami debris to last for years on U.S. West Coast — Expert: Most of
it’s harmless, except obviously any radioactive material from Fukushima - March 11th, 2013

Study: Fukushima fallout detected in fish from Atlantic Ocean - March 12th, 2013
Study: Up to 47 quadrillion becquerels of cesium-137 released into Pacific from Fukushima — Nearly 50
times original Tepco estimate - March 12th, 2013
Japan Professor: I believe airborne release of cesium-137 from Fukushima equals 400 to 500 Hiroshima
nuclear bombs — Another 400 to 500 bombs worth has already flowed into Pacific Ocean - March 13th,
2013
Study: Up to 900 trillion becquerels of strontium-90 into ocean from Fukushima plant — “Direct
discharges of cooling water” March 13th, 2013
Sickened Alaska animals getting more tests for Fukushima radionuclides — Oozing sores, bleeding,
swollen internal organs, hair loss (PHOTOS) - March 14th, 2013
Reports from California: “Something is going badly wrong offshore” — Stranding centers inundated with
animals (VIDEO) - March 16th, 2013
TV: Historic number of sea lions washing up in S. California — Has reached “epidemic proportions” —
Center declares state of emergency — Feds: “There’s something going on oceanographically” (VIDEO) March 17th, 2013
U.S. scientists find Fukushima cesium in turtles, whales, fish - March 19, 2013
Fukushima nuclear materials reported off China coast near Taiwan — Official: “The authority will publish
relevant information in a timely manner once any threat is detected” - March 21st, 2013
Study: Fukushima radiation plume already north of Hawaii as of June 2012 (MAP) - March 22nd, 2013
Graphic: 900-mile-long “front” of most contaminated water from Fukushima Daiichi moving across Pacific
toward U.S., Canada (VIDEO) - March 25th, 2013
Gundersen: “Liquid releases” of nuclear material into ocean will continue for years and years at
Fukushima Daiichi — Already 10 times Chernobyl (VIDEO) - March 26th, 2013
Graphic shows ‘direct discharge’ going from Fukushima Daiichi reactors into Pacific — Underground flow
of contaminated water also indicated (VIDEO) - March 26th, 2013
Federal gov’t declares rare Unusual Mortality Event in So. California — 70% of all newborn sea lions may
be dying — Testing for toxins, infectious agents- March 28th, 2013
NBC: Sea mammal epidemic worsens in So. California — Now almost 1,000 have washed ashore —
“Such an alarming rate” — Mostly born last summer- March 28th, 2013
CBS Los Angeles: “Dead sea lions everywhere” — Rescuer: I’ve never seen anything like this… we never
would have imagined the numbers — Expert: No oceanographic explanation for what we’re seeing
(VIDEO) - March 30th, 2013

“Radiation epidemic” killing So. California sea lions? Gov’t experts now checking animals for
contamination from Fukushima Daiichi - April 6th, 2013
Paper: 35 sq. mile ‘mega-pod’ of dolphins related to sea lion deaths in California? Extraordinary changes
seen in behavior of marine mammals — Pretty obvious something’s going on - April 10th, 2013
New highly radioactive leak from pipe at Fukushima plant — Expert: Nuclear material may be flowing from
“damaged pipes or drains” into Pacific - April 11th, 2013
Study: 150,000 sq. kilometers of Pacific with Fukushima nuclear material — ‘Remarkable’ amount
released in ocean - April 12th, 2013
Asahi: Tepco to dump groundwater from Fukushima nuclear plant into Pacific Ocean — Trying to “avoid a
total collapse” of system for handling radioactive water (PHOTO) - May 8th, 2013
Report: Tepco now dumping contaminated water from Fukushima plant into ocean — 200 tons of
radioactive groundwater “pumped out” - May 9th, 2013
‘Absurd’: Intentionally dumping Fukushima nuclear material into ocean from land “is not considered
dumping” — Allowed under international law? - May 14th, 2013
TV: Historic number of sea lions washing up in S. California — Has reached “epidemic proportions” —
Center declares state of emergency — Feds: “There’s something going on oceanographically” (VIDEO)May 17th, 2013
Japan Times: Discharges of Fukushima nuclear material into Pacific “have effectively contaminated the
sea” — Melted reactor cores will burn again if water not perpetually poured in — “Tepco proposing some
of it be dumped into ocean” - May 20th, 2013
Reuters: Rising radioactive spills at Fukushima plant — “More contamination, less hope” - June 3rd, 2013
Kyodo: Tepco ‘reverses’ position — Admits Fukushima plant’s groundwater is contaminated with
radioactive cesium — Wanted to dump it into Pacific Ocean - June 3rd, 2013
Radioactive material “soars” in ocean near Fukushima plant — Tepco: Contaminated groundwater leaking
into Pacific? - June 25th, 2013
Record level of radioactive tritium found in ocean near Fukushima plant — Japan Official: Nuclear
material may be seeping into harbor - June 25th, 2013
Groundwater closest to ocean is most radioactive at Fukushima plant — Official: Highly likely it’s leaked
into Pacific — Levels “soared” in sea over last few months - July 1st, 2013
NYT: Fukushima plant leaking for past 2 years? Japan Times: Groundwater is reaching sea — Reuters:
Growing alarm, problems mounting — Official: If you have solutions, we’d like to know — WSJ: No
‘immediate’ health threat - July 11th, 2013
Photos: “Badly leaking natural gas well” in Gulf of Mexico — “Barely a trace of marine life in this area…
We are seriously starting to wonder where all the life has gone” - July 11th, 2013

Not Fukushima, but no one is paying attention to the Gulf, so here is a quick reminder.
TV: Fukushima plant is hemorrhaging radioactivity — “Scariest part of all is they don’t know where it’s
coming from” — The big mystery is why contamination is coming out now in such a hurry (VIDEO) - July
13th, 2013
AP: Tepco admits radioactive water is flowing into Pacific from Fukushima plant — AFP: Experts warn of
effects on humans; “Fears of ocean contamination” - July 22nd, 2013
Senior Japan Officials: Nuclear material flowing into ocean a ‘grave matter’ — Situation at Fukushima is
‘deplorable’ (VIDEO) - July 23rd, 2013
Gizmodo: Entirely possible leaking nuclear material from Fukushima is going to U.S. and Canada —
Bloomberg: “Fish contamination concerns have spread beyond Japan” - July 23rd, 2013
Japan Gov’t: It’s “inevitable” that Fukushima radioactive water will be dumped in Pacific Ocean — “Tepco
has no choice” - July 26th, 2013
WSJ: Extreme contamination found in trench at Fukushima plant — Cesium over 2 billion Bq/liter; Millions
of times above limit July 27th, 2013
Kyodo News: Extremely contaminated water is seeping into Pacific Ocean from trench under Fukushima
Reactor No. 2 turbine building — Tepco: We believe it’s staying within the pit July 27th, 2013
Radio: Fukushima Daiichi has “contaminated the biggest body of water on the planet” — Radioactive
leaks to harm marine and human life — Whole Pacific Ocean likely to have cesium levels 5-10 times
higher than at peak of nuclear bomb tests (AUDIO) - July 29th, 2013
‘Alarm bells’ over state of Fukushima plant — Official: Gov’t will investigate how radioactive contamination
is impacting life in Pacific Ocean; “Problems… are more complicated than (we) initially thought” - July
30th, 2013
Kyodo: ‘Huge amount’ of radioactive tritium may have entered ocean from Fukushima plant — Up to
40,000,000,000,000 Bq claims Tepco — Doesn’t include before May 2011 August 2nd, 2013
NHK: “Contaminated underground water may have moved aboveground” at Fukushima plant — Asahi:
Immediate concern it’s “spilling” into Pacific - August 3rd, 2013
BBC: Flow of radioactive water into Pacific could ‘accelerate rapidly’ now that barrier is breached at
Fukushima plant — Tepco clearly in ‘deep trouble’ - August 5th, 2013
The Times: “Lethal threat” from Fukushima’s highly radioactive water flowing into Pacific Ocean — “A
threat to life” - August 5th, 2013
Shock? UC Berkeley Professor Claims: “No matter what happens in Fukushima, it’s not going to be a
problem over here” — U.S. Gov’t: “Any kind of release in Japan would be non-detectable here” (Studies
say otherwise) - August 5th, 2013

Oregon Health Officials: We are actively monitoring the situation in Japan — We are not ‘yet’ mobilizing in
response to the news — We will respond with enhanced efforts as appropriate - August 6th, 2013
NYTimes: 400 tons of highly radioactive water going into Pacific each day from Fukushima plant, says
Tepco — Top Nuclear Regulator: This is a crisis - August 7th, 2013
Gundersen: No way to stop Fukushima’s radioactive water going into Pacific — It will continue for at least
20-30 years - August 7th, 2013
Gov’t admits water pouring in ocean at Fukushima is “highly” contaminated; Going on for last 2 years —
NHK: Officials reveal it may have started “just after the nuclear accident” (VIDEO) - August 8th, 2013
KTXL Sacramento: “Now the threat of radioactive water rushing our way” from Japan — “Traces of
radiation found in area fish” — No danger, says pro-nuclear expert (VIDEO) - August 8th, 2013
Twice as much contaminated water entering ocean from Fukushima as officials claim? Japan Gov’t: 600
tons of groundwater enters ocean each day at plant — NYTimes: Tepco’s figures assume ALL water
entering ocean from plant is contaminated (VIDEO) - August 8th, 2013
Senior Scientist: Plume of Fukushima nuclear material from initial releases to reach U.S. West Coast
before August 2014 — Will continue for years as contamination never stopped flowing into ocean
(AUDIO) - August 9th, 2013
“Japan Gov’t in Chaos”: Completely out of control at Fukushima — Melted reactor cores contaminating
Pacific with full range of radioactive material (VIDEO) - August 10th, 2013
FDA “paying attention to the leaks” at Fukushima — “Do not worry about radioactive fish” — Will test
seafood “as needed” - August 11th, 2013
“Nuclear leaks poison the Pacific” — “We’re talking about the Pacific Ocean, so it’s not just Fukushima
that’s affected” — “Criticism will be worldwide” if contamination keeps flowing from plant - August 11th,
2013
NBC Nightly News: Urgent situation after frightening discovery at Fukushima — Planned ice wall shows
Tepco is grasping at straws and can’t stop plant leaking like a sieve — Now almost 900 straight days of
contamination flowing in Pacific (VIDEO) - August 11th, 2013
Korea Times: Quarter-billion liters of Fukushima contaminated water flowed into Pacific — Japan coverup could violate international law — Hid global issue of environmental concern? - August 11th, 2013
Radiation Expert: Enormous amount of contamination flowing from Fukushima will probably imperil entire
Pacific Ocean — Threatens other countries, food chain — Absolutely can reach U.S. and Canadian
shores (VIDEO) - August 12th, 2013
Bloomberg: Much more than 300 tons of contaminated water a day entering Pacific from Fukushima?
Data’s been “cooked” all along — It’s polluting North Asia — Oceans have no boundary - August 14th,
2013

HuffPost: They covertly let water from Fukushima reactors flow into Pacific Ocean — Remains unclear
what’s happened to melted cores — World’s worst atomic catastrophe is very far from over - August 15th,
2013
Fukushima Mystery? TV: Japan expert says radiation levels in ocean too high to be explained by
groundwater flow alone — Must be coming from “other contamination routes” entering Pacific —
“Devastating impact” to come? (VIDEO) - August 19th, 2013
Unprecedented: Sockeye salmon at dire historic low on Canada’s Pacific coast — “We think something
happened in the ocean” — “The elders have never seen anything like this at all” — Alaska and Russia
also affected (MAP) - August 19th, 2013
Biologist: Pacific herring in Canada bleeding from eyeballs, faces, fins, tails — I’ve never seen fish
looking this bad — All 100 examined were bloody — Officials informed of hemorrhaging soon after 3/11 —
Gov’t ignoring problem (PHOTO) - August 19th, 2013
Canadian official publicly claims ‘no concern’ over new Fukushima leak info… Yet privately requested
tests on salmon, due to “great public concern about potential radiation contamination in these fish” August 19th, 2013
Study shows Fukushima nuclear pollution becoming more concentrated as it approaches U.S. West
Coast — Plume crosses ocean in a nearly straight line toward N. America — Appears to stay together
with little dispersion (MODEL) - August 20th, 2013
Japan Times: Fukushima Daiichi radioactive water problems seem ‘uncontainable’ — Believed to be
wreaking environmental havoc upon Pacific Ocean - August 20th, 2013
NYT: Fears of environmental calamity from Fukushima disaster — Japan Nuclear Expert: It’s getting
worse… People all over world need to be informed… first case in history where so much contaminated
water flowing in ocean - August 21st, 2013
Local Official in Canada: Test fish for Fukushima contamination — “It’s a very, very important issue and
quite frightening” — Concern over radioactive pollution growing - August 22nd, 2013
Canadian University Scientist: Test seafood for Fukushima contamination — Continuous inputs for 2
years and counting will lead to ample opportunity for re-concentrating up food chain — Simply not enough
being done on this side of Pacific - August 22nd, 2013
Report: U.S. West Coast to be hard-hit by Fukushima ocean contamination — North Pacific Gyre
transporting radioactive material to America - August 22nd, 2013
Seattle TV: “Fish and water have shown signs of Fukushima contamination” in U.S. Northwest — Officials
to start radiation testing due to news from Japan — NOAA: Nuclear plant leaks “a surprise to everybody,
we weren’t aware of it” (VIDEO) - August 23rd, 2013
New Scientist: Dump all Fukushima nuclear waste in Pacific, no risk to U.S. — “They have to make
people understand low levels of radiation don’t matter” — “None of this is going to do anything health
wise” - August 23rd, 2013

Gundersen: Ocean already contaminated from deluge of Fukushima toxic water — Will stop eating fish
from west coast — Cesium at 1,000% normal levels in middle of Pacific - August 23, 2013
“Ultimate, worst-case scenario” underway at Fukushima? New York Times: Experts suspect intense
contamination is seeping out from under melted-down reactors and into Pacific — Will surpass even the
leaks from disaster’s early days - August 24th, 2013
Alaska Newspaper: Concern Fukushima nuclear waste is tainting our salmon — Worried about impact on
humans — Scientists urged to conduct tests - August 25th, 2013
Water with nuclear fuel coming up from ocean floor off Fukushima coast? Tokyo Professor: 156 quadrillion
Bq of Cs-137 once in basements — Double Chernobyl; Getting close to total fallout from every atomic
bomb test in history — May be outputting from seeps in seafloor, I don’t know (VIDEO) - August 26, 2013
Nuclear Official: Tepco made Fukushima plant into a “machine for generating radioactive water” — Runoff
from molten atomic cores now in groundwater, ocean — ‘Air cooling’ should be used - August 27, 2013
‘The Coming Fallout’: Experts now fear massive reservoir of Fukushima contamination about to reach
Pacific Ocean — “Slow, seeping buildup of a second catastrophe” — Workers can’t say when or how they
can stop flow- August 27th, 2013
Study: “Fuel materials” introduced to Pacific Ocean via drains of Fukushima plant resulting in potentially
serious contamination of marine environment - August 27th, 2013
Newspaper: Nations across Pacific are fearing impact from Fukushima — Many expecting cancer will
increase in Pacific Rim — Japan exporting their environmental problem to the ocean - August 28th, 2013
UPI: Fukushima plume to reach U.S. West Coast in months; Measurable increase in radioactive material
— Study: Prolonged exposure for California lasting 10 years; Hits Hawaii early 2014… may already be
surrounded (PHOTO) - August 28th, 2013
Russian Study: Fukushima released 100 quadrillion becquerels of cesium into atmosphere… In just ONE
day — About equal to Chernobyl’s total releaseAugust 29th, 2013
NHK: There was a melt-through so Fukushima fuel is definitely down with the groundwater, and that’s
flowing into Pacific — Americans need to watch, it gets international very quickly — May already be at
West Coast — No ‘immediate’ risk (VIDEO) August 29th, 2013
“Very clear and present danger”: New push to dump radioactive Fukushima water in Pacific — Or boil it in
large kettle and release steam into atmosphere for many years — Or do both says UC Berkeley professor
- August 30th, 2013
BBC website links to report claiming ocean is ‘boiling’ in front of Fukushima Daiichi (PHOTOS) - August
31st, 2013
TV: “Simulation shows ENTIRE Pacific being polluted by radioactive water in just 6 years” after start of
Fukushima crisis — “Experts now fear it may become a scary reality” (VIDEO) - August 31st, 2013
This is really important!!!

NBC: Up to 30 Bq/m3 of Fukushima cesium to hit U.S. and Canada — Contamination transported to
coast for next 6 years — Concern about impact of strontium-90 (VIDEO) - September 2nd, 2013
ABC: Authorities on U.S. West Coast concerned with stunning news from Fukushima — Radioactive
water is pouring out every day and headed our way (VIDEO) - September 3rd, 2013
Fukushima Plume Headed to Southern Hemisphere: Enters South Pacific and Indian Ocean after 2
decades — Will contain around 25% of total cesium-137 release - September 3rd, 2013
Japan Expert: Contamination from Fukushima is traveling “under the seabed” and spreading further out in
Pacific Ocean — Measures needed to stop flow - September 3rd, 2013
Report: Study warns Fukushima contamination “is becoming more concentrated as it crosses Pacific
Ocean, rather than dispersing” — “It’s making a beeline for U.S. West Coast” — “Scientists causing panic
in public”- September 4th, 2013
Tokyo Professor: ‘Huge’ potential for harm from Fukushima contaminated water entering ocean — Warns
of severe consequences - September 4th, 2013
AP: “Major source” of ocean contamination from Fukushima not revealed — Nuclear waste exits from
cracks in reactor buildings, then goes into Pacific — Never enters groundwater, flows directly through
ground - September 4th, 2013
First video of groundwater pouring into basement of Fukushima Unit 1 turbine building — Mixes with
highly contaminated water from melted down reactors and flows to Pacific Ocean - September 5th, 2013
Physician: Statement by Canadian officials indicates Fukushima contamination was detected in fish at
levels that are “difficult to explain without undue alarm” — Huffington Post: “Sockeye Salmon Sushi: Use
a Geiger Counter” - September 6th, 2013
Lies? Top Japan officials and Tepco all now claim Fukushima contamination is staying inside port and not
reaching Pacific — Yet Tokyo scientist already revealed 44% of water in port flows out into ocean every
day (VIDEOS) - September 6th, 2013
Professor: There’s suggestions “pockets of high contamination” may get carried to U.S. — Radioactive
substances will be blanketing West Coast for some time to come (VIDEO) - September 7th, 2013
Nuclear Expert: Biggest concern at Fukushima is the huge source of radioactivity from molten fuel and
spent fuel pools winding up in ocean — “The health of the entire Northern Pacific is at stake” (AUDIO) September 7th, 2013
Radio: In the history of science we’ve never seen anything like this Fukushima plume heading across
Pacific to U.S. and Canada — Why is Japan allowed to get away with contaminating ocean? (AUDIO) September 8th, 2013
“Seawater is being poisoned at a continuous rate” from Fukushima plant — Source of life on which our
lives depend is being corrupted - September 9th, 2013
Tokyo Professor: Recent tests show “new radioactive materials” flowing nonstop into ocean from
Fukushima reactor buildings - September 10th, 2013

Japan Times: Prime Minister telling “outright lie”? — Experts: Nuclear material “has kept gushing into
Pacific far beyond man-made bay” — Fukushima fisherman: “He must be kidding… he doesn’t know
what’s going” - September 10th, 2013
Exclusive: Congressmen request hearing on new developments at Fukushima plant — Key issue is
whether radioactive pollution in Pacific Ocean will affect U.S. - September 10th, 2013
Japan Professor: 1,000 years from now contaminated water from Fukushima may still be entering Pacific
Ocean — It’s necessary to keep monitoring during that time - September 11th, 2013
Xinhua: “Indications are that there is a second leak” at Fukushima, says Japan expert — Fish over 140
km from plant have shown extremely high levels of contamination - September 11th, 2013
Japan Marine Expert: Fukushima radioactive tanks may have already been emptied into Pacific Ocean Xinhua - September 11th, 2013
National Geopraphic: Fears are mounting that Fukushima radiation could lead to dangerous
contamination levels in seafood from Pacific — At least for now fish are not glowing so ‘eat up’! September 12th, 2013
Japan Officials: Nuclear “event” at Fukushima from radioactive release into ocean? -AP - September
16th, 2013
Kyodo: Fearing Fukushima plant would flood, workers opened barriers — Amount of contamination
released ‘unknown’ — TV: Japan media questioning if radioactivity levels were measured before pumping
into ocean; Tepco now under investigation - September 16th, 2013
Professor: New studies show radioactive materials being carried across Pacific relatively intact from
Fukushima — On West Coast we need to monitor these pockets of high contamination — Parts of areas
may be affected in a significant way (AUDIO) - September 18th, 20013
TV: Warnings the worst is yet to come at Fukushima — Deep underneath nuclear plant a massive pool of
contamination is believed to be heading toward Pacific Ocean (VIDEO) - September 20th, 2013
Asahi: Underground route Fukushima contamination is taking into ocean is unknown — Crisis warrants
no optimism — Gov’t must ackowledge enormity of challenge — News media should do soul-searching
over its failure - September 21st, 2013
Study: High concentrations of Fukushima radioactive material will reach west coast of North America —
“Entire coast” to be affected from Alaska to Mexico — “Can negatively affect human life for decades…
should raise concern” (MODEL) - September 23rd, 2013
Asahi: ‘Unusually high’ radioactivity detected in Fukushima groundwater by ocean outside Reactors 1 & 2
— High-level strontium contamination ‘spreading’ underground - September 27th, 2013
NHK ‘News Flash’: Tepco admits not working on plan to stop Fukushima radioactive leaks flowing into
ocean — Barriers to block massive groundwater contamination ‘on hold’ — Prime Minister and Tepco still
cling to lie that it’s staying in port - September 27th, 2013

Censored Japan gov’t scientist reveals much more radioactive material is leaking into Pacific from
Fukushima than claimed by Tepco — It’s getting released outside of port’s barrier, directly into ocean —
Officials refused to allow publication of study on sea contamination (PHOTO) - September 27th, 2013
Nuclear Expert in California: They’re dumping huge amounts of Fukushima contamination in Pacific; “We
could have large numbers of cancer” from eating fish — Newspaper: Japan Prime Minister ‘put to shame’
- September 29th, 2013
NHK Top Story: New highly radioactive leak at Fukushima — Believed to be draining into Pacific Ocean
— 200,000 Bq/liter of strontium and other beta-ray emitters - October 2nd, 2013
Nuclear Expert: Plutonium from Fukushima in Pacific fish presents health risk — Study: “Long-distance
transport” of Fukushima-sourced plutonium should be addressed - October 3rd, 2013
Professor: Fukushima disaster is the worst case of nuclear contamination in history — It’s a crisis for all
humanity — Building up to something much worse? - October 4th, 2013
“Post-Fukushima Horror”: Severe impacts on oceanic environment — An unpredictable amount of
damage to Pacific — Fundamental to reproduction of humans — Japan’s simply dumping nuclear waste
into sea - October 5th, 2013
Official Gov’t Documents: Fukushima to endanger North Pacific marine ecosystem and health of human
beings? “Very important to monitor radiation exposure level and assess effects of radioactive substances”
- October 6th, 2013
Canada TV: New concerns about radiation levels in fish from Pacific — “These numbers are just
staggering” — Contamination up considerably — “It’s a major event worldwide” (VIDEO) - October 7th,
2013
“Alarming” mass die-off of starfish in areas along Canada’s Pacific coast — “They’ve disintegrated, now
there’s just goo left” — “Appeared to melt” — “Single arms clinging to rock faces, tube feet still moving” —
Similar reports as far away as California (VIDEO) - October 7th, 2013
Vancouver Aquarium Blog: Area with ‘rivers’ of body parts from sea stars — ‘Strange behavior’ reported in
sea otters (VIDEO) - October 9th, 2013
Professor: California bluefin tuna may have been contaminated by radioactive substances from
Fukushima that traveled across Pacific, rather than contamination off coast of Japan — We don’t know
exactly what is happening (VIDEO) - October 10th, 2013
New York Times: “We have Fukushima polluting the entire Pacific Ocean and we’re talking about how
people should be dressed?” -Influential Actor - October 11th, 2013
Japan Professors: Worst case scenario at Fukushima, nuclear rods melted and went through reactor
floors; Contamination is impacting rest of world; Likely that entire Pacific will be affected — Farmer: Gov’t
doesn’t have any idea about status of fuel (VIDEO) - October 13, 2013
“State of emergency should now be declared throughout world community” over Fukushima — Nuclear
Expert: Molten corium related leaks into ocean have never stopped - October 14th, 2013

‘Troubling Mystery’: Complete collapse of sardine population on West Coast of Canada around Vancouver
— Official: It’s ‘unexpected’ — Expert: Humpback whales rarely seen, they’re telling us something
changed… nobody knows what’s going on - October 15th, 2013
TV: Gov’t concerned that ‘unexpected source’ of contamination is exiting Fukushima — Official: Radiation
levels in ocean are rising — Record amount of radioactive substance found in groundwater at plant October 16th, 2013
TV: “Typhoon appears to have affected Fukushima Daiichi plant” — Giant spike in radioactivity after
#Wipha — Suspected of causing high levels of strontium to flow into Pacific (VIDEO) - October 17th,
2013
Alert: Top Japan nuclear official suggests Fukushima reactors “leaking directly into sea”… not mixing with
groundwater and getting diluted — Expert: Contamination flowing from plant will be carried away to North
America’s west coast - October 17th, 2013
CNN: Scientists puzzled as rare ‘sea monsters’ wash ashore in Southern California — Expert: 2 giant
oarfish and saber-toothed whale in a week… “What is going on?” (VIDEO) - October 19th, 2013
Sailor: “After we left Japan, it felt as if the ocean itself was dead” — Nothing alive for over 3,000 miles —
No longer saw turtles, dolphins, sharks, birds — Saw one whale, it appeared helpless with big tumor on
head October 19th, 2013
New breaches at Fukushima flowing into Pacific? NY Times: It’s most likely “radioactive particles
scattered on ground, possibly by explosions” — LA Times: Already 60 billion becquerels going directly into
ocean every day (VIDEO) - October 21st, 2013
Newspapers: Fukushima problems causing concern in U.S. as radionuclides cross Pacific — EPA: ‘No
comment’ on projections of radioactive plume hitting West Coast — California residents beg officials to
act - October 21st, 2013
Washington Post: It’s an environmental disaster, radioactivity levels in ocean hundreds of times above
normal — NHK: Countries around Pacific worried about ongoing Fukushima leaks, gov’t wants testing up
to 3,000 km offshore (VIDEO) - October 22nd, 2013
Sailor’s horrific Pacific journey goes viral, smashes record — Picked up by The Guardian, USA Today,
many more… All fail to mention ongoing crisis at Fukushima, by far world’s largest release of radioactivity
into ocean - October 23rd, 2013
Gov’t scientists unsure why giant fish washing up dead on West Coast, “testing tissue for radiation” —
“One dead oarfish is odd, two is a pattern” — PBS: “After the Fukushima nuclear disaster, there were
accounts of several washing ashore” - October 24th, 2013
Radiation readings spiking to record levels all around Fukushima plantOctober 24th, 2013
Head researcher “is sounding the alarm” over striking changes in killer whales off Canada and Alaska
since 2011 — “Unusually high mortality rate” and “odd behavior” — “Experts fear something’s wrong with
the environment” (VIDEO) - October 25th, 2013

NY Times: “Worrisome” evidence at Fukushima plant — “Latest releases appear to be carrying much
more contaminated water than before into Pacific” — Expert: “No precedent for what’s happening… we’re
on untrodden ground” - October 25th, 2013
Physicians: ‘Interesting fact’ for West Coast in new UN report, 95% of Fukushima discharges transported
in Pacific; Contamination to impact N. America with ‘uncertain consequences’ for public health —
Chemist: Concern over recent releases, “They’re changing in character” (VIDEO) - October 26th, 2013
Physician: The high radiation doses, the plume from Fukushima crossing ocean, likely to hit coast of
Canada and Northwestern US in early 2014 — California impacted later in year — People don’t know
how to stop situation at plant, it’s a global public health catastrophe (AUDIO) - October 29th, 2013
NBC News: “Grisly disease decimating starfish populations… from Orange County to Alaska” —
Scientists: Alarm as they began eating each other, then melting away — Similar problem on East Coast
observed since 2011 — Now spreading at “scary” rate (VIDEO) - November 2nd, 2014
PHOTOS: Sea star began “ripping itself into pieces” — Like a horror movie — AP: Deaths from Alaska to
S. California — Biologist: Related to an environmental change? “An early warning that we aren’t picking
up on?” — Professor: “None of us had ever seen anything like this before” - November 4th, 2013
U.S. Ambassador’s letter from former Japan Ambassador: “Worsening radioactive contamination of the
sea will soon awaken whole world” — Problem at Fukushima is “beyond control” - November 6th, 2013
Fishermen report boats surrounded by hundreds of dead Eastern Pacific green sea turtles — Official says
some found swimming in circles as if dazed or confused - November 7th, 2013
‘Extraordinary’ string of whale and dolphin encounters off Canada’s Pacific coast “could have a deeper
meaning” — Indigenous Academic Adviser: “We see them as our relatives, as ancestors… It’s for the
better of all of us to listen” (VIDEO) - November 7th, 2013
Mystery: Starfish turn to ‘slime’ along Pacific coast — “We’re talking about a loss of millions and millions”
— Compared to medieval ‘Black Death’ — Innards become exposed and fall apart — Cases ballooning in
Alaska (VIDEO) - November 7th, 2013
ABC Los Angeles: Expert confirms radioactive water on way to West Coast and arriving in next few
months; Will we really be told if it’s dangerous? — Journalist in Japan: Lethal contamination is gushing
out, endangering millions and wreaking havoc on ocean (VIDEO) - November 8th, 2013
Newspaper: “Patronizing silence” from officials about Fukushima contamination in West Coast seafood;
It’s downright irresponsible, they are telling us nothing — Expert: “There is a real cause for
concern” (VIDEO) - November 9th, 2013
Scientists “Especially Worried”: “We don’t know how the pathogen is doing this” — Sea star broke in half,
walked away, then turned to goo — ‘Environmental factors’ to blame? — Hundreds wash up dead in
Seattle (VIDEO) - November 12th, 2013
Magazine: The Fukushima Crisis Comes to the U.S. — Professor: “New and improved version of the
original atomic plague is spreading”; The truth is so incomprehensible it’s easier to pretend it doesn’t exist
- November 12th, 2013

Experts: Fukushima plume headed to West Coast isn’t just going to pass by like smoke, plant continues
to spew into ocean; Pacific to be full of contamination, it’s a gigantic experiment — Host: Amazing how
many people are in denial (VIDEO) - November 15th, 2013
Researchers: Skin ulcers on Alaska wildlife after Fukushima were never observed before — Also reported
in seals from Japan — We couldn’t document fallout pattern when plumes hit and animals were on the ice
- November 16th, 2013
Columnist: The truth must be told, Fukushima a major global threat to all living flora and fauna…
Mainstream media not best source of information — Gundersen: Only thing saving us is the internet November 16th, 2013
CBS News: ‘Immense mystery’ as sea stars being wiped out along West Coast, could be gone for
generations — Bewildering disease is spreading and “no idea what’s causing it, or how to stop it” —
Timelapse shows all legs lost in 7 hours (VIDEOS) - November 17th, 2013
Alaska: 28% of polar bears with skin lesions & hair loss, thyroids tested by gov’t… like symptoms in seals
& walrus — Surprisingly high mortality of musk ox, weak immune system suspected — High rate of
embryo deaths & bad eggs for geese - November 18th, 2013
Clear signs of radiation poisoning.
Tepco Adviser: Wait until Alaska salmon is found with Fukushima contamination, it’s only a matter of time
— US Gov’t Report: “Radiation hot spots may occur… radioactive contaminants could remain a valid
concern for years” (VIDEO) - November 22nd, 2013
“Radionuclides from Fukushima due to hit West Coast any day now” — Senior Scientist: “Really bizarre”
U.S. gov’t not testing for it — Concerned officials contacting him about threat - November 24th, 2013
Editors: Fukushima giving top nuclear scientists nightmares — Writer from L.A.: Radioactive plume
crossing Pacific is what’s keeping me up at night - November 25th, 2013
NYTimes: Unprecedented concentration of sea creatures near shore in California; Experts baffled,
longtime residents astounded — Biologist: “It’s a very strange year… The $64,000 question is why?” —
Similar to ‘extraordinary’ events seen recently along Canada’s Pacific coast? - November 25th, 2013
Gov’t model shows West Coast of N. America to get highest level of Fukushima contamination until 2030s
(VIDEO) - November 26th, 2013
Unpublished Data: Plutonium levels ‘slightly elevated’ in Pacific after Fukushima — Scientist: It’s ‘most
likely’ flowing from plant into ocean — 2.5 trillion Bq of plutonium released to air in four days after 3/11,
almost all blown out to sea (AUDIO) - November 26th, 2013
Expansive ‘death zone’ of birds on Alaska island, perhaps thousands washed ashore — Resident:
Radiation’s always on the backs of our minds — Samples sent to lab for testing — Reporter: ‘Facebook
alarmists’ fear Fukushima to blame - November 27th, 2013
CBC: Gov’t scientists are now detecting Fukushima’s radioactive plume offshore of Canada — Professor:
It’s headed to our coast, I think monitoring rainfall over next couple years is prudent (AUDIO) - November
27th, 2013

CBC News: Something very odd is happening in Pacific; Sea creatures acting strangely, species turning
up where rarely seen — Related to Fukushima crisis? — L.A. Lifeguard: Used to be 2 shark sightings a
year, now it’s 2 a day (VIDEOS) - November 27th, 2013
Experts: Fukushima can’t be excluded as factor in sea stars turning to goo along West Coast; It hasn’t
been ruled out — They’re “particularly proficient” at absorbing radioisotopes; 1,000 times more plutonium
than fish - December 28th, 2013
Hidden gov’t forecast shows Fukushima contamination spread throughout Northern Pacific Ocean in 5
years (VIDEO) - November 29th, 2013
Insiders: State secrets bill meant to suppress Fukushima news — Japan public stunned as citizens could
face years in prison — Man’s mouth “stuffed with cloth” after voicing opposition — Toxic leaks into ocean
seem unstoppable, gov’t must plug the information instead (PHOTO) - November 29th, 2013
Scientist: Leading edge of Fukushima plume is now showing up on West Coast — Fish Market Owner:
My customers have a lot of concerns about the nuclear contamination, they’re very smart and educated…
I didn’t expect this much concern - November 29th, 2013
CBS News: 100s of whales in bay on California coast; It’s never been like this, we just can’t even believe
it — Experts: We just aren’t sure what’s going on; “A once-in-a-lifetime chance… unheard of, it’s
unbelievable, nobody’s seen this” (VIDEO) - November 30th, 2013
Captain: Massive amount of debris off Hawaii, “You had to be there… just kept going & going… so odd it
was in straight line” — Japan Expert: It’s accumulated off islands, warns of fish contamination — Rare
dolphin washes up with heart problems & stomach lumps, last examined in 1980s - November 30, 2013
TV: All-time high radiation level in well at Fukushima plant 40 meters from Pacific — 1.1 billion Bq/m³ of
strontium-90, other beta emitters — “Feared highly contaminated water leaking into ground” and being
allowed to flow into sea (VIDEO) - December 3rd, 2013
IAEA Official: “What we are trying to say is consider” putting all the toxic Fukushima water in Pacific —
Impact on human health must be monitored — Nearby countries all against it (PHOTO) - December 4th,
2013
Expert: It’s getting worse and worse at Fukushima plant; Infrastructure deteriorating, corroding very fast
— Tepco Adviser: I doubt ice wall can help much — Scientist warns of radiation ‘pulse’ to ocean (AUDIO)
- December 5th, 2013
TV: Officials near San Francisco to monitor Fukushima plume, concerns for environment and food supply
— Supervisor: The risks to Californians are concerning — Commissioner: We can’t rely on Japan or
Tepco — Will waves of cesium and strontium pollute coast? (VIDEO) - December 6th, 2013
California town passes Fukushima resolution: “Urgent international rescue” needed at site — “Poses
health and safety concerns to America’s West Coast” — “Much greater contamination is likely” December 7th, 2013
SF Chronicle: Fukushima radiation possible culprit in huge starfish die off from Mexico to Alaska —
Potential catastrophe, it’s extremely virulent “going on up and down coast… It’s going to change what’s
out there pretty fundamentally” - December 9th, 2013

“Weird things” happening on California coast: Previously unknown toxic algae blooms proliferating;
Unprecedented mass of oxygen-poor water near shore — TV: Mystery strandings of large squid covered
miles and experts baffled… “essentially killing themselves, it’s just really weird” (VIDEO) - December 9th,
2013
University researchers assess impact of Fukushima plume on U.S.; Some models show near straight line
to West Coast — Experts: Radionuclides didn’t dilute offshore as officials had claimed, “cause for serious
alarm” (VIDEOS) - December 10th, 2013
Study: Type of dead sea creature covered 98% of ocean floor last year about 150 miles off California
coast; Unprecedented, was below 1% prior to event — ‘Major’ changes began in spring 2011 - December
11th, 2013
Fukushima Evacuee: We’re human guinea-pigs in an experiment… we’ll never forgive gov’t or Tepco! —
US Attorney: It’s up to the American people to make them pay; Japan is threatening to put people who
speak out in concentration camps (AUDIO) - December 12th, 2013
Large die-off of Alaska seabirds from disease never found before in state history — Official: It’s super,
super common… except it’s first time — Hundreds dead per km²; Continued to wash ashore —
‘Relatively’ natural; Witness: Head flopped backward, appeared to have seizure, then dropped dead
(AUDIO) - December 12th, 2013
Marine Biologist: All the sea stars along west coast of North America could be wiped out — Some
developing ‘bald spots’; “Others look completely healthy except for guts coming out” — ‘Speculation’ it
could be related to Fukushima - December 12th, 2013
Releasing Fukushima radioactive water into Pacific ‘inevitable’ — Reports: Japan very aware of danger
posed by past releases; Contaminants are concentrated thousands of times in food chain; At end of chain
are humans “who may suffer genetic damage, cancer, other health problems and even death” - December
16th, 2013
(UPDATED) Radiation in Fukushima groundwater skyrockets 3,500+ times over weekend — Just 5
meters from Pacific Ocean — Nothing being done to stop it flowing into sea (PHOTO) - December 17th,
2013
Gov’t Report: Fukushima ocean plume hit Canada 6 months ago — “Precedes model predictions by
several years” — ‘Human health’ is first reason listed for study (MAP) - December 20th, 2013
Canadian Gov’t Scientists: Model shows levels from Fukushima will exceed ‘maximum fallout’ in Pacific
— “Not a human health radiological threat!” - December 20, 2013
Gov’t scientists concerned Atlantic Ocean to be contaminated by Fukushima plume now in Pacific —
Currents would carry it to U.S. East Coast (PHOTOS) - December 21st, 2013
“Unprecedented activity” near Canada’s West Coast: Whales in record numbers, displaying highly
unusual behavior — Expert: Problems in Pacific could be bringing sea life to area; “Something’s amiss out
there” - December 21st, 2013

Reports: “You can expect an enormous amount of cancers” around Pacific — “We’re all at risk, this
radiated water is going to hit right here” in U.S. — We’re at top of food chain, so we get highest radiation
dose — 35+ people now suffering cancer after U.S. rescue mission off Fukushima (VIDEO) - December
23rd, 2013
Previously unpublished map from gov’t scientists shows Fukushima plume already at Alaska coast
(PHOTO) - December 23rd, 2013
Official: Expect airborne radiation releases from Fukushima to increase — Seafood catches off U.S.
Pacific coast more likely to be contaminated than ones far closer to Japan — ‘Gravest danger’ to public is
if they eat these products - December 25th, 2013
Russian Experts: Fukushima pollution spreads all over Earth, clearly a large amount of fish, seaweeds,
and everything in ocean has been polluted — These products are the main danger for mankind as they
can end up being eaten by people on a massive scale - December 25th, 2013
Reports: Highly significant quantity of fission products are flushed into environment by water used on
Fukushima molten fuel, including plutonium and curium — Radioactivity to recirculate for many
generations in ocean food chain, meat content will increase with time - December 27th, 2013
Experts: Fukushima can’t be excluded as factor in sea stars turning to goo along West Coast; It hasn’t
been ruled out — They’re “particularly proficient” at absorbing radioisotopes; 1,000 times more plutonium
than fish (AUDIO) - December 28th, 2013
Newspaper: Unprecedented declines in Alaska king salmon… related to impact from Fukushima? No
comment, says NOAA biologist — Record low numbers seen in major fishery on Canada’s west coast,
“alarming decrease”- December 29th, 2013
Lead Researcher: Fukushima pollution may be causing sea star epidemic on West Coast — Sea urchins,
sea cucumbers also affected — “Something’s making them susceptible”… “It’s unlike anything we’ve
seen”… “Populations go locally extinct overnight” - December 30th, 2013
Nuclear Expert: Fukushima reactor cores melted right down into the ground — That radioactive material
is getting washed out into Pacific Ocean (AUDIO) - January 2, 2014
CEO: Fukushima is very bad, we have a crew in Japan right now; Reports coming out that gov’t covered it
up… food around whole region got irradiated, increased problems for people in Tokyo — Host: Really
scares me I don’t hear anyone discussing how to stop it (VIDEO) - January 4th, 2014
Scientists present links between unusual Alaska seal deaths and Fukushima fallout — Skin lesions, hair
loss, lethargy — ‘Pulsed release’ when built-up radionuclides were set free as ice melted — “Wildlife
health implications” due to radiation exposure discussed (PHOTOS & MAP) - January 5th, 2014
Clear evidence ignored by the rest of the scientific community.
L.A. Times: Alarming West Coast sardine crash likely radiating through ecosystem — Experts warn
marine mammals and seabirds are starving, may suffer for years to come — Boats return without a single
fish — Monterey Bay: Hard to resist idea that humpback whales are trying to tell us something - January
5th, 2014

Radiation Expert: It’s terrifying how Pacific ecosystem has collapsed since Fukushima — Plutonium and
uranium suspected of spreading through food chain (VIDEO) - January 8, 2014
NPR and California Department of Public Health appear on document with nuclear-related U.S. entities
‘working together’ with Tepco to ‘disseminate’ Fukushima-related information — CDHP Yesterday: West
Coast will get NO radioactive contamination from Fukushima (PHOTO) - January 8th, 2014
New Journal Article: Fukushima may have already released 90 quadrillion becquerels of cesium-137 —
Much more than Chernobyl’s 70 quadrillion becquerels January 8th, 2014
Multiple marine scientists say Fukushima plume is at West Coast — S.F. Chronicle reports “radiation
levels from Fukushima on California coast have gone down” - January 9th, 2014
‘Pacific Wasteland’? Japan Gov’t Scientist: ‘Big problem’ for whole ocean if Fukushima’s water released
with strontium-90 — TV: It may not get filtered out; “All bets are off” without way to plug plant leaks —
NHK: All decontamination systems stop working, may not restart for “long time” (VIDEO) - January 9th,
2014
ABC in Fukushima: Radiation to be at U.S. coast early this year — Expert concerned about effects on
food chain from unprecedented amount of migrating radioactivity — They tried to stop leaks, it’s just not
working — Tepco: We don’t know what’s gone into ocean (VIDEO) - January 10th, 2014
Professor’s Diary: Fukushima radioactive material “has reached the west coast as of June 2013 by ocean
transport” — Health risks to be determined by ongoing monitoring - January 10th, 2014
California Official: Information on risk from Fukushima needs to be made public — State in contact with
NRC — CBS: ‘Health Scare Over Possible Fukushima Radiation In Pacific-Caught Fish’ — Surfer: I’d
never go surfing right now (VIDEO) - January 11th, 2014
Japan TV: ‘State’ of Fukushima melted fuel unknown — Asahi: They “still do not know exactly what is
going on inside” — U.S. NRC: Increased radioactive leaks at plant are “traveling underground to
sea” (VIDEO) - January 13th, 2014
TV: Fukushima “is the most important issue going on in the world, everyone should stop what they’re
doing and work together” — Newspaper Editor: Gov’t afraid to look into Fukushima as it could lead to
destruction of fishing industry on West Coast (VIDEO) - January 13th, 2014
California schools announce Fukushima testing: Imperative we monitor for any Fukushima contamination
“that will be arriving this year” in ocean — LA Times claims levels are declining, fails to inform readers of
radioactive plume crossing Pacific - January 13th, 2014
“They’re All Gone”: Shock as sardines vanish off California — Fishermen didn’t find a single one all
summer — Scientist: This is about the entire Pacific coast… Canada, Mexico, U.S. — NOAA: We don’t
know why; The young aren’t surviving - January 14th, 2014
“They’re All Gone”: Shock as sardines vanish off California — Fishermen didn’t find a single one all
summer — Scientist: This is about the entire Pacific coast… Canada, Mexico, U.S. — NOAA: We don’t
know why; The young aren’t surviving - January 15th, 2014

Senior Scientist: Fukushima radiation already on West Coast of N. America — We don’t know how much
is coming or how fast it’s moving, situation ‘evolving’ — Levels will continue to rise for years —
Unprecedented event for Pacific, largest ever radioactive release into ocean (VIDEO) January 15th, 2014
NPR Affiliate: Fukushima cesium detected in Alaska salmon sample — Radioactive plume has already
reached West Coast — Concerned fishermen forced to pay for tests since officials not doing it — “People
don’t trust gov’t… they don’t trust corporations” (AUDIO) January 16th, 2014
TV: California seafood is tainted from Fukushima disaster, says chef — Anything from San Diego to
Alaska removed — “It’s easy for people to be convinced there’s no harm now, that’s part of
problem” (VIDEO) January 17th, 2014
Fox News: Fukushima contamination is hitting California — “Humans are terrified” of eating it — “It’s an
open question” about the risks — “You’re not scared? To me, if someone tells me there’s low levels of
radioactivity in that fish…” (VIDEO) January 17th, 2014
Senior Scientist: Second radioactive plume headed to California — “Effects of Fukushima will be
increasing” as front edge of large water plume arrives — Levels to rise for years — “It’s a health and
safety issue here” yet no one testing ocean (VIDEO) January 19th, 2014
Physician: Canadian gov’t withholding testing data; “Less confident about eating Pacific seafood now” —
Top Scientist: “Sense of potential widespread disaster” from Fukushima January 20th, 2014
Officials by West Coast Speak Out on Fukushima: Concerns about cancer, illness from contaminated
food — ‘Low-level’ radiation being reported in fish — “We cannot sit by and watch and wait” — National
gov’t appears to not be taking it seriously - January 20th, 2014
Professor: “Reports of radiation in kelp just north of California” — Signs of Fukushima contamination
expected to start “really arriving strongly” this year- January 21st, 2014
TV: Problems with killer whales local to West Coast — Only baby born in 2013 died — Just two born in
2012 — Depleted fish supply blamed - January 22nd, 2014
Alaska refuses to test radiation levels in fish, says banana is riskier…”and who doesn’t love bananas?” —
Officials: It’s forecast to hit U.S. right about now; People are concerned; We absolutely need cautious
monitoring - January 23rd, 2014
U.S. Military: Baby wipes, tape were main weapons for battling Fukushima contamination — Soldiers
didn’t wear protective gear because “we don’t want to alarm public” - January 23rd, 2014
So it is okay to lie to the people?
Newspaper ignores scientific models that show Fukushima radiation impacting West Coast — Fails to
inform readers by only reporting on discredited tsunami wave-height map — “What illness of the mind
must people have to lie about the threat?” (ACTUAL FORECAST MODELS) - January 24th, 2014
Expert: “Can’t be changed & can’t be stopped”; Radioactive Fukushima water will continually enter ocean
— Significant ‘discreet leaks’ recently — West Coast “should be alarmed” at lack of testing—Levels rising
for 2 years & expected to increase - January 24th, 2014

Scientists present links between unusual Alaska seal deaths and Fukushima fallout — Skin lesions, hair
loss, lethargy — ‘Pulsed release’ when built-up radionuclides were set free as ice melted — “Wildlife
health implications” due to radiation exposure discussed (PHOTOS & MAP) - January 25th, 2014
‘Historical Weirdness’: Expert says US gov’t has failed public by not testing Pacific for radiation — A ‘very
obvious’ need since Fukushima is leaking into ocean — They told me “it’s salty” and that’s not our thing
(VIDEO) - January 25th, 2014
Reports from Alaska: Many salmon with strange growths inside, concerns about health and safety —
“Skin illness on white fish raise concerns… Never caught any like this” — Gov’t predicts ‘catastrophic’
king salmon run (PHOTOS) - January 26th, 2014
TV: After seeing that map with massive amount of nuclear waste headed to West Coast… There’s going
to be impacts — Reporter: And radioactive water still hasn’t stopped flowing from Fukushima into Pacific
(VIDEO) - January 27th, 2014
Conditions never seen before by scientists in Pacific seals and walrus — Thyroid cysts, lesions of
reproductive system, retained placenta — Hunters concerned — Oceanographers to discuss radiation
from Fukushima on Alaska radio tomorrow - January 27th, 2014
Reports from Alaska: Many salmon with strange growths inside, concerns about health and safety —
“Skin illness on white fish raise concerns… Never caught any like this” — Gov’t predicts ‘catastrophic’
king salmon run (PHOTOS) - January 28th, 2014
Alaska Professor on Radio: Fukushima fallout a suspected factor in ‘unusual mortality’ of seals and
walrus — We couldn’t test for plutonium (AUDIO) - January 28th, 2014
TV: “Discreet accidents” took place at Fukushima that released radioactive material into Pacific Ocean
over course of summer (VIDEO) - January 29th, 2014
Physician: “It’s predicted that in fact [radioactive particles] may concentrate as much on the West Coast
as anywhere in Fukushima as it keeps coming wave after wave” (VIDEO) - January 29th, 2014
This should be a very scary headline for those living on the West coast
County officials in California approve action on Fukushima: “An international crisis of epic proportions” —
Monitoring and testing requested for West Coast - January 30th, 2014
NPR: West Coast sea stars melt into mush, “just vaporized… it’s the change of my lifetime” — “Ripping
themselves apart… innards spilled out” — “Like the Matrix” — “That many species, that widespread… just
scary” — “Makes me wonder, what’s next?” — ‘Possible’ Fukushima fallout is involved- January 30th,
2014
Nuclear Engineer: Even worse news at Fukushima plant — Radioactive water has formed pathway and is
flowing straight into Pacific Ocean (AUDIO)- January 31st, 2014
Kyodo: Gov’t to dump Fukushima plant groundwater into Pacific Ocean once plan approved — Senior
Scientist: No one believes claims by gov’t labs or Tepco about releases, “there’s a shattered trust
there” (VIDEO) - February 3rd, 2014

Former Japan Prime Minister: Seals, polar bears dying after Fukushima radiation exposure (VIDEO) February 3rd, 2015
Fox News: So many people are concerned about eating Fukushima radioactive waste — Bloomberg:
Radiation will be washing up on West Coast; Includes cesium, one of the “most dangerous radionuclides”
released - February 3rd, 2014
Report: Fukushima nuclear waste will merge with radiation from U.S. reactors when washing up on West
Coast — “Startling amounts” released from operating plants — Diablo Canyon officials admit to recently
discharging more tritium than Fukushima (VIDEO) February 4th, 2014
TV: Scientists have found nuclear waste off San Diego coast — Fukushima’s problems now being felt in
our local ecosystem — Professor most worried about finding ‘pools’ of cesium — “Time will tell how this
plays out” (VIDEO)- February 4th, 2014
AOL: “Just How Dangerous Is Radioactive Kelp?” — Scientists say nuclear waste in kelp beds off
California coast is from Fukushima (VIDEO) - February 4th, 2014
Kyodo: Dumping Fukushima radioactive water is gov’ts only solution — Risk of “damaging effects” from
toxic discharges — Even if fully implemented, around 300 tons of contaminated groundwater will still flow
into Pacific every day (VIDEO) February 4th, 2014
California Kayakers report ‘radioactive residue from Fukushima’ — Universities testing ocean: Higher
levels “should happen soon” — Every person interviewed in newspaper article is concerned about
radiation February 5th, 2014
of California Dean: We detected “far more than I expected” of Fukushima radioactive sulfur after 3/11 —
“Unprecedented increase” reported by chemists — Statement to Media: “I don’t think we’ll see anything”
February 5th, 2014
Professor: “Fukushima spillage affects the life of the world ocean”; Must have very careful control of all
Pacific seafood without exception — Gov’t Scientist: “It is a huge question” — Biologist: “The public
wants to know… People think there’s a conspiracy” February 6th, 2014
Canadian Newspapers: Gov’t “profoundly negligent” for not testing — Fukushima ocean plume detected
at coast June 2013 — “My good feelings vanished… more I thought… less convinced I became” —
Officials must be more forthcoming February 7th, 2014
Leaders on West Coast: Gov’t is “highly irresponsible… very negligent” for not testing in Pacific as
Fukushima radiation arrives — Contamination of seafood is going to happen — “We don’t want to get
cancer… We have a right to know if our fish is safe” — Gov’t: Testing ‘not required’ February 8, 2014
‘Extensive’ plume of Fukushima radiation almost due north of Honolulu in May 2013; Cesium of 8 Bq/m³
found — Japan Musicians: Very important for Hawaii to do tests; “The world should know what’s going on
in the Pacific” (VIDEO) February 8th, 2014
Leaders on West Coast: Gov’t is “highly irresponsible… very negligent” for not testing in Pacific as
Fukushima radiation arrives — Contamination of seafood is going to happen — “We don’t want to get
cancer… We have a right to know if our fish is safe” — Gov’t: Testing ‘not required’ - February 8th, 2014

Newspaper: U.S. scientists worried about Fukushima radioactive plume — Expert: West Coast our top
priority, even over Japan — Alaska Hunter: “We are concerned about our health” — Senator: Testing
necessary, but money ‘tight’ - February 12th, 2014
But there is always money for a bloated “defense” budget, Wall Street bailouts, etc.
NPR: Scientists test for Fukushima plutonium being transported in Pacific — Study: Plutonium particles
found to have “high environmental mobility” — Expert: Fuel materials may be flowing from plant, “What is
actually contained in releases?” (AUDIO) - February 12th, 2014
Radioactive cesium levels “never seen before” at Fukushima — New record as amount in groundwater
nearly doubles in 24 hours — Officials admit ‘may be new leak’ — IAEA urges ‘resumption’ of dumping
contaminated water in ocean; ‘All options’ need to be on table (VIDEO) - February 14th, 2014
Study: Fukushima airborne plumes “caused significant deposition of radioactivity over North America” —
Especially for West Coast and eastern U.S. — Around 13% of all radioactive iodine released into
atmosphere was deposited over USA and Canada (MAP) - February 14th, 2014
Professor on PBS: The Fukushima plume is heading to West Coast in “a consolidated mass of water
that’s moving in unison” — Study: Nuclear waste “confined to a narrow band” crossing ocean — “Very
little dispersion in eastern Pacific” (MAP) - February 14th, 2014
CBS Video – Cousteau warns Californians about Fukushima plume: It could be dangerous, keeping eye
on reports; I’m not touching bluefin tuna, I’m done due to pollution — Leaders “worried about radiation…
personally reluctant to eat fish”; Calling for systematic tests in Pacific - February 16th, 2014
New Forecast Released: ‘Most’ Fukushima nuclear particles will move east across Pacific — Narrow line
of radioactive pollutants to make it all the way across ocean this year — Uses decades of data
(GRAPHIC) - February 17th, 2014
TV: Bald eagles dying at rate “much higher than normal” and it’s not from West Nile virus as previously
claimed — Now around 60 dead in Utah since December — “We feel helpless, we don’t have a lot of
answers” (VIDEO) - February 18th, 2014
TV: It’s a “record-high” leak at Fukushima, extraordinarily radioactive — Almost 8,000,000 times limit —
Even more toxic since it was from early in disaster — Alarm went off 9 hours before, but disregarded —
Now checking for other leaks — “News came as a shock” (VIDEO) - February 20th, 2014
NHK: Failure at Fukushima — Gundersen: Extraordinarily radioactive leak will be in Pacific shortly; “Site
is going to bleed into ocean for 100 years”- February 21st, 2014
Canadian Gov’t: “There’s going to be radiation from Fukushima for years to come… Testing will never
stop” — US Gov’t: There’s no reason to believe radioactive plume coming to West Coast - February 21st,
2014
Tokyo Press Conference: “Deliberate cover-up” of public’s exposure to Fukushima radiation and the
health problems they are suffering from… This is now Japan’s biggest problem — “Continual, purposeful
concealment of facts” — “Media will not properly report” what’s going on (VIDEO) - February 22nd, 2014

US Gov’t: Scientists investigating if Fukushima radiation contributed to unusual deaths and sickness in
marine mammals — Similar illness seen in Japan and other countries on Pacific — Expect ‘hairless
seals’ this spring - February 24th, 2014
MAP: Fukushima radioactive plume over 3,000 miles wide by May 2013 — Only includes most
contaminated area in Pacific with cesium more than 7 Bq/m³ - February 24th, 2014
Gov’t: ‘Very serious problem’ at Fukushima; Safety system ‘failed’ — Expert: 12 Trillion Bq of Strontium-90
leaked, could exceed 1/8 of total release since 3/11 — CNN: It’s absorbing into ground — Tepco: “You
may feel we didn’t do enough” (VIDEO) - February 24th, 2014
Experts: Areas along West Coast “may be… affected in a significant way” by Fukushima plume in coming
months — Impact cannot be accurately predicted, currents to produce complex results — Radioactive
materials can be ‘fairly concentrated’ even after crossing Pacific - February 24th, 2014
Fukushima Plume Arrives at West Coast — Expert: “If this was of greater health concern, we’d be very
worried”; One model predicts levels over 1,000% higher than another, “this is not really
acceptable” (GRAPHIC) - February 25th, 2014
CBC: Radioactive particles arrive ‘far earlier than predicted’ for N. America — Mag: ‘Plumes stretch 4,800
miles across ocean!’ — Experts: There’s great alarm… Legitimate concern… Expected to dilute, but don’t
really know — US Govt: ‘Monitoring beaches for debris from Fukushima nuclear disaster’ (VIDEO) February 28th, 2014
Massive die-off of oysters and scallops in Pacific Northwest: “Millions of shellfish dying” — Never seen
anything like it — “By July mortality hit 95 to 100 per cent” — “Deformed shells, smaller in size” — “Cause
is unknown, but ocean acidification is main suspect” (AUDIO) - February 28th, 2014
US Gov’t Expert: Large marine animals likely sensed danger of Fukushima plume and fled, “Not going to
wait until they start to die off” — Explains unprecedented concentrations of whales and other sea life
clustering off West Coast? (VIDEO) - March 2nd, 2014
Expert: ‘The worst’ from Fukushima has left Japan and is headed to US, Canada — “Most of the
radioactivity” moving with currents toward west coast — Report: Front edge of plume arrives in Gulf of
Alaska — State: “There’s been a detection of cesium from Fukushima” - March 9th, 2014
Anonymous Senior Tepco Employee: No one knows what to do at Fukushima, it’s impossible to fix —
Reactors not under control — “We just can’t deal with the melted fuel” - March 10th, 2014
“Radioactive metal from Fukushima” detected in Pacific Northwest — Professor: “That was a surprise, it
means there are still emissions … and trans-Pacific air pollution… It’s a concern to us, this is an
international issue” - March 12th, 2014
Gundersen: Fukushima will be bleeding into Pacific for next 100 years — Such a worldwide catastrophe
— Molten cores being released into groundwater and moving off site — ‘Radioactive lake’ developing
beneath reactors — New Yorker: “Human disaster that may never end” (VIDEO) - March 13, 2014
‘Ultra-Rare’: Up to 70 endangered ‘whales’ by California coast — Seen once in several decades, lives in
open ocean — Breached as if performing, rubbing heads on boat — So loud thought it was engine —
“Seemed to be speaking to camera” — Also spotted in Western Pacific same day (VIDEO) - March 14,
2014

Fairbanks city council unanimously passes Fukushima monitoring resolution: Alaska and west coast of N.
America in danger — “No safe levels of radiation… constitutes grave risk” — Alaska Senator: “We need to
be vigilant” (AUDIO) - March 15th, 2014
NYTimes: Gov’t scientist not allowed to publish findings that Fukushima cesium-137 levels could be
10,000 times higher than after Chernobyl in Pacific surface waters — Japan researchers pressured to
downplay disaster’s impact — Professors obstructed when data might cause public concern - March 16th,
2014
An extremely important story buried by the press.
Record cesium levels at Pacific Ocean sampling location north of Fukushima plant — Spikes to 6,900 Bq/
m³ from ‘not detected’ in one day - March 17th, 2014
Scientists ‘mystified’ over Fukushima radioactive waste found in Pacific Northwest — Washington Official:
“I have no idea how it could get there” — Professor: We need to monitor if it’s building up in food web March 18th, 2014
Researchers predict west coast killer whales will exceed 1,000 Bq/kg of radioactive cesium — Over 10
times gov’t limit in Japan — Concern about harm to humans, sea life — Expert: People eating large
amounts of fish may have levels similar to whales - March 18th, 2014
Video: “Pacific Ocean is under incredible threat… Americans are now starting to reap that on their West
Coast” — Kamps: “An unprecedented catastrophe… should be independent monitors sent to Fukushima
to try to get the truth as to how bad this is” - March 23rd, 2014
PBS Reporter: “The whole world needs to pay attention” to what’s going on at Fukushima — “Magnitude
of mess is actually staggering” — “We really don’t know how they’re going to clean it up” — “Reminds me
of the cartoon Fantasia” (VIDEO) - March 24th, 2014
Reports: “Experts agree many species of wildlife and fisheries are endangered globally due to large
release of radioactivity into ocean” at Fukushima — “Has Fukushima radiation entered New Zealand
ecosystem?” - March 27th, 2014
TV: Gov’t not measuring worst of Fukushima radiation — Over 100 Million gallons of radioactive water
bleeding into ocean from plant — We’re beginning to see radiation in west coast water — Very concerned
about eating fish from Pacific (VIDEO) - April 1st, 2014
Too bad this is not an April Fool’s joke
Radio: “Surprisingly, high concentrations [of Fukushima cesium] found in Vancouver area” since ocean
currents slow down — Levels are increasing — “Might be hotspots where radiation concentrates” —
“Chances are high for marine life to absorb it… concern about mussels… clams, oysters” April 1st, 2014
Award-winning project finds seafood sold in Canada with high radiation levels — Many samples well over
contamination limit — “Incredible discovery; Something unexpected may be lurking in Canadian waters”
— Believes dangerous Fukushima pollution carried across ocean — “I hope people will open their eyes” - April 2nd, 2014

Former US Gov’t Official: Growing likelihood Fukushima reactors will be entombed — Nuclear ‘sacrifice
zone’ where they can only try to reduce contamination from escaping — Unprecedented situation, it’s
flowing into Pacific Ocean continually adding to plume soon to hit West Coast (AUDIO) - April 4th, 2014
MIT Professor & US Experts: Japan “must act now to seal Fukushima reactors, before it’s too late” —
Concern US to be affected by “explosions – a chain reaction, engulfing reactors one to four” — “Situation
is dynamically degrading and unstable” — Aircraft can likely entomb plant in 6 months - April 4th, 2014
Professors: Seafood off N. American coast predicted to exceed gov’t radioactivity limit — “High priority
looming threat” to global ocean from Fukushima releases — Radiation levels ‘well above’ 1,000 Bq/kg
according to model - April 6th, 2014
Marine Chemist: Highly contaminated waste flowing in aquifer below Fukushima — Mag: Groundwater
can ‘erupt’ from seafloor offshore — Gov’t expert warned about radioactive substances ‘springing up’ in
Pacific (PHOTOS) - April 6th, 2014
Nuclear Engineer: Radiation levels “much higher” in areas of Fukushima plume headed to west coast
than models show — Radio: Concern “other isotopes” besides cesium to cross Pacific (AUDIO) - April
11th, 2014
Radioactive Spike in Ocean off Fukushima: Highest Cs-137 levels at location since 2011 — 22,000 Bq/m³
in Pacific outside port — Japan notifies IAEA of ‘elevated’ readings (MAP) - April 14th, 2014
Senior Scientist: Cancer increase expected on West Coast from Fukushima exposures; Radioactive
particles can bio-accumulate and form hotspots while crossing Pacific — KCRW: Concern California
wildlife to be impacted; Sea life can biomagnify nuclear waste, leading to higher levels of radiation - April
14th, 2014
Vancouver Sun: Scientists concerned dolphin species on west coast to be negatively impacted by
Fukushima nuclear waste — Radiation levels to be increasing for years to come along coast — Canadian
gov’t sampling for Iodine-129 in Pacific - April 15th, 2014
L.A. News Outlet: Fukushima plume worries to sink fishing industry? Area newspapers “warning readers
to avoid eating locally-caught fish” — Homeland Security Center director: Banana has 100 times more
radiation (VIDEO) - April 17th, 2014
He is the enemy.
NBC: Record level of sick or injured California seals and sea lions turning up — “The numbers are
extraordinary” — “Scientists worried… The worst kind of perfect storm” — Pups should be weighing 2 or 3
times as much, “severely malnourished” (VIDEO) - April 18th, 2014
NHK Special: Extremely toxic water 4,000,000 times gov’t limit in trenches between Fukushima reactors
and ocean — Experts: “Source of contamination for Pacific” — “Levels too high for them to get more
precise look at situation” — Reporter: Plutonium leaked out after fuel rods damaged - April 18th, 2014
CBS San Francisco: Record number of sick seals & sea lions — Doctor: A lot with “large pockets of green
and yellow puss all over their body” (PHOTO & VIDEOS) - April 20th, 2014

Top Nuclear Official: “Ground sinking” beneath Fukushima reactor buildings a concern — Gov’t experts
looking closely at risks from changes to flow of underground water - April 21st, 2014
PBS Reporter Miles O’Brien: “No one likes to see ocean filled with cesium and strontium and so forth” —
It’s arriving on West Coast of U.S. as we speak — “Nobody likes the idea of eating cesium from
Fukushima” — “Tainted water dumped into Pacific as we speak” (AUDIO) - April 25th, 2014
USA Today: Radiation tripled in some albacore tuna off West Coast after Fukushima — Bioaccumulating
in bones, not only flesh — “Additional exposures to plume could further increase radiation levels” —
NOAA-funded study to expand after ‘significant’ findings (AUDIO) - April 29th, 2014
“Prestigious group of international scientists” interested in risk to West Coast from Fukushima radioactive
plume — “Major concern for public health of coastal communities” — Bioaccumulation potential in region
must be understood - April 30th, 2014
SF Chronicle: “Unbelievable hordes” of fish near California coast; Most birds, sea lions, dolphins, whales
anywhere — Expert: ‘Off the charts’ pelican population “highly unusual… could reflect breeding failures
elsewhere”; “Abnormal ocean conditions” to blame? - May 1st, 2014
‘Marine Mystery’ in California: “Toxic outbreak threatening marine life” — Birds falling from sky, sea lions
convulsing — “Worst they’ve ever seen” — Toxin hits record level, almost 1,000% above gov’t limit —
Heart lesions, severe shrinking in part of brain, nervous system failure (VIDEO) - May 3rd, 2014
Gov’t Investigator: Acute hemorrhaging found in dead owls along west coast — Mortality event began 8
months after Fukushima explosions — “In very poor condition… badly emaciated” when arriving in Pacific
Northwest from Arctic - May 3rd, 2014
Alarm as record numbers of seals & sea lions ‘starving to death’ along California coast — “It’s just
spiked… calls started coming nonstop” — “So many unhealthy… washing ashore” — “Extremely complex
issue… multitude of factors in play” — “Definitely a mystery, we’re hoping it’s not the new norm” - May
4th, 2014
Over 50 dead seals, sea lions, whales, walrus recently stranded in Alaska — Dozens of seals suffering
from baldness, skin sores — Experts: “Marine transported Fukushima radionuclides… may represent a
new stressor to ecosystem” - May 6th, 2014
Fukushima nuclear fuel fragments found in Europe — 10,000+ km from reactors — Plume came directly
from N. America — Hot particles a “significant part” radioactive release — Quickly spread over entire
hemisphere — Film shows core material on Norway air filter - May 6th, 2014
TEPCO, come claim your coriums!
Expert: “There’s just very few of the birds left” in the high contamination from Fukushima plant, “things are
not looking good” — Spider webs looked ‘strange’ (PHOTO) — Animals response to radiation over twice
as bad as in Chernobyl — “Implies effects are stronger in Fukushima” (VIDEO) - May 7th, 2014
Professor: Concern that Fukushima is impacting Alaska; “Unusual animals showing up dead… Seals w/
unknown disease… 1st ever cases of avian cholera” — Govt investigating ‘rare whale beachings’ in
Alaska — Japan Paper: Mysterious sea creatures found one after another (PHOTOS) - May 10th, 2014

Japan Times: Fukushima fallout in N. America at 400,000,000,000,000 Bq of Cesium-137 — Study:
Hazardous on a ‘continental scale’ — Physicist: “Cancer a certainty” if one radioactive particle ingested —
CBS: Inaccurate internet reports stoked fear radiation had somehow come our way (VIDEO) - May 10th,
2014
So much for scientific integrity!
‘Bizarre creature’ turned 50 miles of California coast into graveyard in summer 2011 — Gov’t Biologist:
Die-off like this never seen here — “Abalone massacre… carcasses of urchins, starfish, other mollusks”
— Experts find “alterations in 30 genes, some unknown to science” — “Suddenly proliferating… killing
wildlife” (PHOTO) - May 12th, 2014
‘Mystery disease’ on Pacific coast of Alaska — Livers ‘crumble’… Hearts enlarged, pale… Yellow lymph
nodes… Blood-filled lungs (PHOTOS) — Professor: Worrying there’s no answers, big public health
concern — Testing carcasses for Fukushima radioactivity (AUDIO) - May 16th, 2014
All signs of radiation.
Hundreds of tons of radioactive water now being intentionally dumped into Pacific at Fukushima plant —
Tepco: “We’d like to express our sincere appreciation” — Nuclear water stored since last year to be
dumped next week — Official: Tepco “utterly inept” at taking accurate radiation readings (VIDEO) - May
21st, 2014
Gov’t Report: Elevated radiation on California coast to last “several decades” — Local marine life “will
accumulate” Fukushima radioactive material — Plutonium a potential concern — “On-going monitoring
clearly warranted” yet ‘surprisingly little’ underway (VIDEO) - May 21st, 2014
CNN: Fukushima fallout ‘grossly underestimated’ says new Japan study — “Radioactive poison…
contaminating the North Pacific Ocean” — Tepco: ‘Impossible’ to know how much really got out (VIDEO)
May 22nd, 2014
Anonymous Official: Part of ground to sink beneath Fukushima reactors from ice wall being built — Gov’t:
Biggest fear is ground sinkage and buildings being destabilized — Tepco: It will sink up to 16mm, but
should be ok — Scientist: “People have lost confidence in Tepco” (AUDIO) - May 27th, 2014
Hug your children closely.
Japan Times: Fukushima groundwater now too radioactive to dump in Pacific — TV: “Radiation levels
keep rising… Situation has gotten worse, not better” (VIDEO) - May 28th, 2014
AP: Drastic plunge in baby California pelicans — Zero born in multiple study areas — Expert: “The bottom
dropped out”; From 1,000s to 10 or less, unknown why it’s occurring - June 2nd, 2014
Strontium reaches 500 Billion Bq/m³ in basements at Fukushima — Record levels reported at 5 locations
near ocean — U.S. Senior Scientist: “We see strontium becoming more of concern… food chain will have
to be studied more carefully” - June 3rd, 2014
Senior Scientist: Fukushima is not under control; It has ‘alarm bells’ going off on West Coast — Former
Official: I’m humiliated Japan lies to world about how much contamination is entering Pacific; Nuclear
material “polluting ocean more and more” (AUDIO) - June 4th, 2014

Senior Scientist: US West Coast had radiation dose estimated at 5 microsieverts from Fukushima; I’m not
going to say it’s low, risk of health effects ‘not zero’ — CBC: There’s more radiation in potato chips than
fish around Fukushima plant… so of course there’s nothing to fear on West Coast- June 7th, 2014
Potato chips!!! These people should be trie for crimes against humanity for these blatant lies.
Experts: Disease explosion in West Coast sea stars — “Extinction event” is pretty close — “Epidemic of
historic magnitude… threatens to decimate entire population” of species in Oregon — Sudden 50-fold
increase in recent weeks — Entire ecosystem could be disrupted — “We have no clue” (VIDEO)- June
11th, 2014
Japan Paper: “Horses became weak and died, one by one, from an unknown cause” at farm in
Fukushima — Farmer: “There is something seriously wrong going on… This country is going mad, I‘m
sure something grave is going to happen” — 14 out of 15 newborn horses died last year (PHOTOS) June 15th, 2014
TV: “The largest disease outbreak that we know of ever in the oceans” now hitting West Coast —
Potential for “global extinction” — “Affects over 20 species… causing catastrophic mortality” — Expert:
One of history’s largest wildlife die-offs… signal in ecosystem that something’s not right - June 16th, 2014
S. California fishermen ‘skunked… haven’t seen a squid’, usually 10,000+ lbs/day — ‘Complete crashes’
at oyster hatcheries — Sardines, mackerel missing in areas — Pelican sites alarmingly deserted —
Record # of sick sea lions — Ultra-rare whales appear after decades — Mammals, birds, fish in odd
places - June 17th, 2014
TV: New concerns at Fukushima; Radioactive material “spilling into ocean” from layer 80 feet deep,
officials suspect — Jiji: Record high radiation levels at 18 locations between reactors and Pacific; Crisis
far from under control (VIDEO) - June 25th, 2014
Newspaper: Increasing worry on West Coast over Fukushima radiation; “Really concerned” about affect
on wildlife and most importantly our health; ‘Big black hole’ where data should be — Professor: “We do
not know full extent… we’re just watching the West Coast unfold” — Official: Important we sample for
plume — Fish oil being tested - June 26th, 2014
Japan Gov’t-funded Study: Fukushima has released up to 120 Quadrillion becquerels of radioactive
cesium into North Pacific Ocean — Does not include amounts that fell on land — Exceeds Chernobyl
total, which accounts for releases deposited on land AND ocean (MAP) - June 30th, 2014
Farmers: Fukushima radiation causing mystery disease — Many animals have developed spots all over
their bodies — What if this starts to afffect people? It must be examined — Gov’t can’t identify problem
(PHOTO) - June 30th, 2014
Gov’t Expert: Plutonium is certainly being discharged into Pacific Ocean from Fukushima plant; Flowing
out of ruptured containments — TV: Reactor water turns into ‘yellowish, fizzing liquid’ from damaged fuel
rods… “It actually vibrates” (PHOTO & VIDEO) - July 1st, 2014
California Newspaper: Health effects in U.S. from Fukushima radiation? Stanford Professor: “Am I
concerned? Yes I am, that’s because I know radiation … there’s increased risk … avoid radiation as much
as you can” — UC Berkeley Nuclear Prof: “Everyone is really scared of it … that’s what the big problem
is” - July 9th, 2014

Berkley tested for radiation. Makes you wonder if the prof falsified data?! I know, fraud in the academic
community. Who would have thought? :)
TV: Fukushima radioactive releases into ocean can continue thousands of more years, says nuclear
expert — Japan gov’t concerned with tracking radioactive waste in Pacific as it returns to Fukushima from
U.S. West Coast after several decades (VIDEO) - July 12th, 2014
Professor: Fukushima scaring ‘bejesus’ out of everybody in world… still flowing in ocean, radiation levels
unknown — Clearly detectable in tuna at California coast… We focus a lot on bio-accumulation — Japan:
Reactor leaks “may have gathered as a lump and drifted offshore, we need to continue monitoring
it” (VIDEO) - July 21st, 2014
Professor: Fukushima scaring ‘bejesus’ out of everybody in world… still flowing in ocean, radiation levels
unknown — Clearly detectable in tuna at California coast… We focus a lot on bio-accumulation — Japan:
Reactor leaks “may have gathered as a lump and drifted offshore, we need to continue monitoring
it” (VIDEO) - July 21st, 2014
Officials in U.S. report “very rare mutations” in Pacific sea life — “Never seen anything like this” — Photos
show red crabs completely white, “shockingly bright blue… almost unnatural”, or with yellow legs —
Environment “could play a role” — Also observed recently by Japan (VIDEO) - July 22nd, 2014
Gov’t reports “big, big decline” in Alaska caribou — “Mortality very high” after Fukushima releases began
— “Low survival rate” for calves also in 2011 and 2012 — Official: “Worrisome” how quickly this
happened… In truth, we don’t have an answer why (AUDIO) - July 23rd, 2014
Guardian: Abnormal blood in monkeys linked to Fukushima disaster — Study: ‘Epidemic infectious
disease’ could occur — “We cannot find other reasons except radiation” — Concern about strontium-90 &
other radioactive materials besides cesium — “Potential direct relevance to humans” - July 27th, 2014
Researchers: Radioactive materials detected off California, levels spike to 400% normal — Crew then
discovers ‘island’ of tsunami debris — Never seen so much garbage in ocean before — TV: “Disturbing
new images from Pacific… looks like islands of plastic” 1,000 miles from coast — 7 tons and 80 ft. long,
can walk on it as if land (VIDEO & PHOTOS) - July 28th, 2014
AP: Marine birds disappearing in Pacific Northwest — Significant ecological shift, crashes in many
species — “Something’s happening on a big level, but what is it” — Herring problem may be far worse
than revealed… result of contamination? Mexico suddenly bans bluefin tuna fishing, US may be next July 28th, 2014
CBS: This is really disturbing, sea stars dying by the millions on West Coast — Like the Black Death, only
faster and deadlier — ‘Mystery plague’ affecting 20+ species — TV: Disappears from Orange County
coast over 2 week period — Expert: “Largest epidemic ever in ocean… Something has changed in
marine environment to lead to this” (VIDEO) - July 29th, 2014
TV: Mounds of millions of jellyfish-like creatures wash up on Pacific beaches across multiple states —
“They lined entire Oregon Coast” — Seen for first time in a great many years — Official: “They just
covered the sea surface… as far as we could see” — Thought to mix with ones from Japan (VIDEO &
PICS) - July 29th, 2014

TV: Nuclear waste “flowing out to sea” from underground tunnels at Fukushima — 950 Billion Bq/m³ of
cesium in Unit 2 shaft next to ocean — 11,000 tons estimated in tunnels — ‘Stream’ of moving water —
Gov’t regulators ‘urgently assessing’ problems, ‘sense of crisis’ needed (VIDEO) - July 30th, 2014
Report: “Worst he’s ever seen” says Alaska boat captain — Fishermen “talking about Fukushima…
convinced it has something to do with it” — Salmon “not showing up… many have lesions or worms and
parasites” — Crabs “more easily damaged… a lot of dead catch” — Herring, cod, halibut, pollock catches
“dropping off cliff” - July 31st, 2014
TV: Millions of fish dead at Oregon coast — “Craziest thing I’ve ever seen” — “You can’t blame people for
being alarmed” — Aquarium: “It kind of looks like the apocalypse… especially big numbers… but this is a
sign that anchovies are doing good” (VIDEO) - August 1st, 2014
Millions of fish found dead on California coast — 3 major fish kills in 2 weeks — Unidentified ‘goo’ floating
nearby; Police clear out beach, call health officials to investigate (VIDEO) - August 1st, 2014
TV: Huge increase in dead and sick sea mammals on California coast — Unprecedented numbers,
annual record broken in 7 months — Starving, drooling, brain damaged, suffering seizures — Sea lions
‘mysteriously’ vanishing on other side of Pacific — Experts: We don’t know what’s happening (VIDEO) August 3rd, 2014
Study: Plutonium from Fukushima went further than Chernobyl — Researchers ‘surprised’ their most
plutonium-contaminated sample was from site farthest from Fukushima plant — Concern material is
flowing into Pacific Ocean from land - August 4th, 2014
Alaska: “Scientists alarmed by new mystery disease” — Pacific Northwest: “Alarming changes” —
“Couldn’t believe my eyes” — “Scientists really stumped… It’s kind of an alien thing” — “Gotten much,
much worse… a horror show… could wreak havoc on entire ecosystems from Mexico to Alaska” (VIDEO)
- August 6th, 2014
Viruses become weaker when they jut to other species. The virus claim doesn’t hold up.
TV: “Mysterious die off of young salmon” in Pacific Northwest — “Healthy… and then they die” heading
out to sea — “Far less plankton than normal… There are too many questions” — Researchers now
testing for plankton and Fukushima contamination off West Coast (VIDEO) August 6th, 2014
‘Shock’: Water underneath Fukushima reactors to be dumped in ocean — Attempts to deal with problem
have ‘failed’ — Officials: It’s better than radioactive substances just “spilling directly into the ocean” like it
is now (VIDEO) - August 8th, 2014
TV: Devastating mystery illness hits California horses — “Nobody will even tell us what it is” — Skin falling
off, covered in painful lesions, eyes swollen shut, liver damage, fainting — Expert: Never seen anything
like it in 40 year career (PHOTOS & VIDEOS) - August 15th, 2013
Plutonium detected underground near Fukushima reactor — Test results not revealed publicly for almost
a year after sampling date — Officials plan to pump up groundwater from same well it was found in and
dump it into Pacific Ocean (PHOTO) - August 13th, 2014

CBC: We all thought we’re doomed from Fukushima, it’s “going to spread across Pacific and they’ll be no
fish and the sea life will be dead” — Professor: It’s releasing radioisotopes directly into ocean as we
speak and we can’t predict when it will end; An ongoing disaster, reactors not under control (VIDEO) August 17th, 2014
Experts: Plutonium and uranium flow into ocean from Fukushima — “Heavily contaminated” water is
leaking out of plant — Melted fuel releasing hundreds of different radioactive materials — Officials refuse
to investigate 90% of these (VIDEO) - August 19th, 2014
New study finds radiation dose for US West Coast from Fukushima over 500% of recent gov’t estimate —
Release from Japan disaster could exceed Chernobyl (MAP) - August 21st, 2014
‘Unusual… Troubling News’: Only about 1% of sockeye salmon coming to US waters from Pacific,
normally 50 times higher — Lowest rate ever recorded — Had expected best numbers ever — Scientist:
‘Warm blob’ off West Coast may be to blame — Chinook salmon numbers also low - August 25th, 2014
Japan Researchers: Models show North America hit with ‘very high’ levels from Fukushima plume —
Radioactive material in ocean off West Coast was up to 500 times more than expected (VIDEO) - August
27th, 2014
Major science meeting on Fukushima’s link to wildlife problems on West Coast — Looking closely at
extent of radiation coming into affected areas, and how to best assess impact — Human health experts
‘reevaluating’ radiation limits in seafood… FDA levels ‘not terribly protective’ - August 27th, 2014
Officials reveal about 2 Trillion becquerels of Fukushima radioactive material flowed into ocean every
month during 2013 — “Deadly strontium” releases now more than double cesium — “Strontium gets into
your bones… it changes the equation” (VIDEO) - August 29th, 2014
TV: “Surge in marine mammal strandings” on US West Coast — Scientists: “This is very weird”; “My
biggest fear is if this… is everywhere” along coast — Whales, dolphins, sea lions, birds recently washing
up in large numbers — Many thousands likely dead — Violent seizures shown on news (VIDEO) - August
30th, 2014
Experts: Scary problems on California coast — There may be “no food anywhere” along Pacific except in
isolated areas — “It’s like crime scene investigation” in ocean — ‘Certainly’ Fukushima is one of stresses
to sea life — Dolphins, whales more likely to be bathed in radiation - August 30th, 2014
“We’re Alarmed”: Chunks missing from bodies of salmon from Pacific — Lesions in over 50% of fish being
reported — Experts: “Looks like traumatic insult… followed by bacterial invasions”; Investigating for
pathogens — Wounds this significant must impact ability to survive (PHOTO) - August 31st, 2014
Fukushima forecast used by gov’t shows nuclear waste crossing ocean in single massive cluster —
“Maximum concentration propagates eastward in Pacific toward U.S.” — Highest levels worldwide remain
along coast of N. America through 2026 (VIDEO) - September 2nd, 2014
TV:: ‘Zombie’ starfish found along Pacific coast — Experts: “Much spookier than in past” — Babies “die so
quickly… they just disappear” — Change in seawater could have activated deadly pathogen — Worries
about creation of ‘superbug’ — Serious ecosystem changes now appearing (VIDEO) - September 2nd,
2014

Fukushima nuclear material reported in West Coast groundwater; It’s discharging into Pacific Ocean —
Fallout also found in meat and fish from same area — “Routinely detected’ in plant life long after March
2011 - September 4th, 2014
Killer whales dying along Pacific coast — “Very sick, emaciated” — Population at lowest level in decades
— Steep decline began after 2011 — No babies born in past 2 years — Alarming changes in behavior
observed; Social structure is ‘splintering’ (PHOTO) - September 5th, 2014
Report shows California sea lions dying from organs falling out of place, tumors, accumulation of pus
inside bodies (PHOTO) - September 6th, 2014
EPA: Models show “greater potential impact” to US West Coast from rainfall containing Fukushima
radioactive material — California sea water with over 10 Million pCi/m3 of iodine-131 found in sample
squeezed out of seaweed - September 9th, 2014
“Not for Distribution, Internal Use Only”: US Energy Dept. estimated Fukushima release up to 10,000
times larger than nuclear regulators predicted — ‘Supercore’ scenario an underestimate? - September
9th, 2014
“Not for Distribution, Internal Use Only”: US Energy Dept. estimated Fukushima release up to 10,000
times larger than nuclear regulators predicted — ‘Supercore’ scenario an underestimate? - September
9th, 2014
This is war and the government is the enemy.
Head Scientist: “I used to think I knew” why mystery epidemic is decimating millions of West Coast
starfish, “but now I don’t” — Toxic pollution now suspected — Fukushima ‘not dismissed’ as cause —
California Professor: Significant levels of fallout got into our coastal food web… marine life exposed… It’s
not good - September 10th, 2014
Expert: Plutonium contamination of Pacific Ocean food chain from Fukushima now suspected; “Real
source of potential long term problems for humans” — Newspaper: “Leakage of highly contaminated
water into sea must be dealt with immediately” — Gov’t: Effect on health of US public not
‘significant’ (VIDEO) - September 14th, 2014
Another official who should worry when SHTF.
Gov’t Scientists: “Something very unusual occurring” off west coast of US, Canada — “Unprecedented in
historical record” — “Will dramatically reduce productivity” in 6,500 sq. miles of ocean — Anomaly
extends “across Pacific to Japan” — “Who knows what will happen?” (MAP) - September 17th, 2014
Fukushima radiation a “major threat” to survival of baby birds — “Immediate and worrisome” impacts on
marine wildlife discussed — More damage to come as radioactive material biomagnifies in food chain September 18th, 2014
Leader of Fukushima Study: “Intense exposure” headed toward US west coast; Plume traveling very fast
via oceanic jet — “High concentrations” to impact California coastal areas; Prolonged period of
radioactive upwelling expected (VIDEO) - September 18th, 2014

Japan Times: Fukushima plant plagued by problems as radioactive material bleeds into Pacific —
Radiation level in groundwater now 25,000 times higher than when year began - September 20th, 2014
Gov’t Expert: Fallout in California thousands of times higher than we expected for several days after
Fukushima explosions — ‘Orders of magnitude’ above estimates at start of crisis, even though
estimations based on Chernobyl — Article: Releases at these levels would mean “many hundreds of
kilograms” of “many other fission products!” (MAP) - September 23rd, 2014
Official Data: Lettuce from US West Coast nearly topped Chernobyl contamination limit; ‘Most
dangerous’ alpha radiation also detected — TV: Fukushima poses “significant health risks” to areas
thousands of kilometers away (VIDEO) - September 29th, 2014
MSNBC: Largest epidemic ever seen in world’s oceans hits West Coast — Emergency legislation
proposed in US Congress — Newsweek: Millions dead, researchers have lost count — Experts: It’s
beyond anything I ever imagined… Disintegrating before our eyes… Never been an event so dramatic…
Shorelines losing biodiversity, blanketed in barnacles (VIDEO) - October 2nd, 2014
Professors: Fukushima has emerged as global threat — Major health concerns along west coast —
Bioaccumulation expected to keep rising for decades — Gov’t failing to inform public of looming long-term
radioactive hazard… Instead, official gives tips on how to disguise radiation levels from public (PHOTO) October 8th, 2014
Typhoon winds up to 110 mph to hit Fukushima Daiichi, storm surge advisory issued — Nearly all gov’t
forecasts show eye passing right over plant — Nuclear Expert: Expect radioactive material washing into
Pacific Ocean (MAPS) - October 12th, 2014
PBS: Plague along West Coast has biologists fearing extinction of species — Experts: Take your kids to
beach and see them before they’re gone; Worst outbreak ever known in the oceans; Catastrophic losses
nearly everywhere we’ve been (VIDEO) - October 15th, 2015
Record Radiation at Fukushima after Vongfong: First tests since Tuesday’s typhoon show radioactive
material continues rising near ocean — Officials: We can’t do anything more to stop this, ‘depth and
scope’ of contamination flowing out are unknown - October 16th, 2014
Fukushima nuclear waste detected off U.S. West Coast, from California to Canada — “There is definitely
offshore Fukushima cesium now” — Test results will not be revealed to public for several weeks (VIDEO)
- October 17th, 2014
Japan TV Anchor: I couldn’t tell the truth about Fukushima — Shocking revelations kept secret from public
— Nuclear Scientist: I have not trusted the information from beginning… “The worst scenario I predicted
has happened” (VIDEO) - October 19th, 2014
Sailor talks Fukushima’s Impact on Pacific: “It’s dead… for thousands of miles there was nothing”
between US & Japan — “Like sailing in a dead sea… everything’s all gone” — “Just talking about it
makes me feel like I want to cry” — “No birds, no fish, no sharks, no dolphins, no turtles,
nothing” (AUDIO) - October 23rd, 2014
TV: Fukushima nuclear waste increasing off West Coast each year since 2012 — Fish tested “fairly high
for radiation” — It’s around for next century, even if reactors stop gushing into ocean now — “A danger to
people living here?… Are officials purposefully holding back info?” (VIDEO) - October 25th, 2014

US sailors “have won the major battle” in Fukushima lawsuit — Now 200 young Navy and Marines with
leukemia, organs removed, brain tumors/cancer, blindness, more — Gov’t: Fukushima a terrible
tragedy… Navy ships under threat and didn’t know where to go, some ‘very interesting’ moments… That
radiation will kill you like a nuclear weapon (VIDEO) - October 30th, 2014
‘Mysterious Phenomena’ off U.S. West Coast: Fish disappeared, whales nearly absent, no krill, high rates
of egg failure among birds — California Fishermen: “There’s almost nothing there, just a lot of warm clear
water” - November 4th, 2014
TV: “This is really kind of scary… a grim reality” for West Coast — Alarm as baby whales keep dying;
Since 2011 none have survived over a year — Biologist: We see them pregnant for weeks, then no longer
pregnant — NOAA: “Not what we’re used to… Incredibly poor condition… Skeleton with skin” (VIDEO) November 5th, 2014
No more whales.
Top Headline: ‘Fukushima radiation identified off northern California’ — 50% of samples around West
Coast test positive — 7.7 Bq/m3 of cesium near California shore, expected to keep rising for years to
come (MAP) - November 10th, 2014
Japanese doctors threatened for revealing data on how bad Fukushima-related illnesses really are —
Gundersen: We had pregnant sisters in Tokyo deliver two dead babies and one with deformities that’s
alive; Gov’t refuses to disclose miscarriages or stillbirths around Fukushima (AUDIO) - November 12th,
2014
Top Headline: ‘Fukushima radiation identified off northern California’ — 50% of samples around West
Coast test positive — 7.7 Bq/m3 of cesium near California shore, expected to keep rising for years to
come (MAP) - November 14th, 2014
Massive radiation spike at Fukushima: 40,000% increase below ground between Units 1 & 2 this month
— Order of magnitude above record high set last year - November 14th, 2014
US Nuclear Professor: Fukushima “a really major event here”, Washington had radioactive aerosols
100,000 times normal; “Far more bigger accident than we’re hearing” — Model shows West Coast
completely blacked out due to particles covering area — Gundersen: Lung cancers to start increasing in
Pacific Northwest (AUDIO) - November 16th, 2014
Expert: Disease outbreak on US West Coast is largest ever seen in any population of animals — Tens of
millions dead — Official: Gov’t needs to declare emergency before extinction occurs — Many scientists
believed radiation from Fukushima to blame (VIDEO) - November 18th, 2014
Experts: Seemingly benign virus on West Coast causing “ecological upheaval the likes of which we’ve
never seen” — Very peculiar, different from all known viruses — Mutations could be helping it spread —
Something may have recently caused it to go rogue… we’ve never seen anything like this — Why now,
what changed to allow outbreak? (VIDEO) - November 18th, 2014
More denial with the lame virus theory.
West Coast Scientists: Many animals on sea floor looking sick or dead — “Everything’s dying… Dead,
dead, dead, and dead” — Experts investigate what’s killing sea urchins and cucumbers in Pacific
Northwest — “Seeing things never previously observed” (PHOTOS) - November 18th, 2014

TV: “Barrier is not holding” at Fukushima plant — All efforts have failed to stop very high levels of
radioactive materials flowing into ocean — Officials: More water’s coming in than we were pumping out —
Workers now trying to prevent overflow (VIDEO) - November 19th, 2014
Twice as much Fukushima radiation near California coast than originally reported; Highest levels found
anywhere in Eastern Pacific — Scientist: Very little we can do… It’s unprecedented… God forbid anything
else happens — Gundersen: Multiple plumes now along west coast… Will be coming “for century or
more” (AUDIO) - November 20th, 2014
Fukushima fallout on vegetation in South Florida exceeded gov’t notification limit by over 1,000% —
Nearly triple the highest level reported anywhere on West Coast - November 27th, 2014
Fukushima Worker: They’re covering up how much contamination is flowing into ocean — Scientist: We
are measuring higher radiation levels off Japan — Plume near California already exceeds expectations,
and will keep rising for years to come — TV: “Cleanup can’t be done… They lied from the start, Tepco is a
den of inequity” (VIDEOS) - November 27th, 2014
New data shows babies missing brains at 2,500% national rate in county by nuclear site — Mother:
Officials “shut me down the minute I mentioned Hanford!… WE NEED ANSWERS!” — Experts: No birth
defect is more extreme; It’s the most significant impact of radiation on developing embryos (AUDIO) November 30th, 2015
TV: Plutonium being pumped into ocean through miles of underwater pipes — Nuclear waste left lying on
beach — Kids playing on sand where machines scoop up plutonium each day — Alarming test results
1,000% legal limit (VIDEO & PHOTOS) - December 6th, 2014
Experts: 100% death rate for baby killer whales along West Coast — ‘Alarm bells ring’ as no newborns
have survived in past 3 years — “This is absolutely the worst thing possible”, pregnant orca dies with
decomposing stillborn full-term fetus inside — “We’re going to lose them… they’ll be extinct for
sure” (VIDEO) - December 10th, 2014
Magazine Editor’s Final Words: Fukushima exponentially more dire than Chernobyl — Deteriorating plant
threatens mass extinction around world — It’s made a deep impression on me recently — You have an
obligation to be aware of conditions there (AUDIO) - December 12th, 2014
Report: Massive release of Fukushima radioactive waste being planned — Gov’t Official: I was
overwhelmed by amount of contaminated water from reactors, we must dump it into ocean — Experts:
Much of melted nuclear fuel is now particles which are inside the water (VIDEO) - December 15th, 2014
Scientific Conference: Fukushima a global threat to human health — Radioactivity in food web off Pacific
Northwest to “significantly increase” after one year — Salmon forecast to exceed Japan radiation limit —
“Major concern for public health of coastal communities” (POSTER) - December 31st, 2014
VIDEO: Fukushima corium found in Pacific — Flowing into ocean after hydrogen dissolves nuclear fuel —
Scientist: We’ve actually seen plutonium floating on surface; “We have no control over this accident…
they’ve got leaks everywhere” - January 2nd, 2015
Guess we found some of the missing coriums!!!

TV: Record level of “flesh-eating bacteria” cases in Japan — Spike began around 2011 Fukushima
disaster — Now at 400% normal rate — US Gov’t: Radiation from nuclear accident greatly reduces ability
to fight this infection — Officials: We don’t know what’s triggering it; Seek immediate help if symptoms
develop (PHOTOS & VIDEO) - January 6th, 2015
Unprecedented: ‘Cataclysmic’ die-off of birds on entire West Coast — Beaches covered with dead bodies
— Professor: It’s tragic… never seen anything like this… We ignore it at our peril… Canary in the
coalmine for us… Scrambling to figure out what’s going on with ecosystem (VIDEOS) - January 8th, 2015
ABC: ‘Mysterious surge’ in sick marine mammals all along California coast — Infested with parasites,
extremely emaciated; “Very seriously ill… in very bad shape” — Experts: “We’re extremely concerned
right now” — Deaths up 1,500% at rescue facility — ‘Number mystifies officials’ (VIDEOS) - January 13th,
2015
“Sea creatures sick, dying or disappearing at alarming rate all along Pacific coast… Some wonder if it’s
fallout from Fukushima” — New York Times: “Ocean Life Faces Mass Extinction” — Study: “We may be
on precipice of major extinction event” in marine wildlife (VIDEO)- January 18th, 2015
TV: Hawaii coral “the worst scientists have ever seen” — Professor: “It’s like a ghost town… We would not
typically see entire colonies bleached, ever” — Gov’t map of ‘maximum bleaching alert area’ in Pacific
mirrors Fukushima plume model since 2011 (VIDEO) January 19th, 2015
TV: “It’s like a scene from a horror movie” along West Coast — “We’re seeing all sorts of mysterious
goings-on” — “There is no food out there” — Scientists can’t figure out why there’s mass starvation of
seabirds — “This is a really serious thing” — “A species die-off is always unsettling” (VIDEO)- January
20th, 2015
TV: Gov’t approves plan to ‘drain’ Fukushima nuclear waste into ocean — Professor: Monitoring
necessary to detect ‘worrisome signals’ — Expert: “It’s completely unsafe… impossible to remove 100s of
radioactive materials” — 1,200 radionuclides, only 62 reduced — Fisherman: “We can’t trust
Tepco” (VIDEO) - January 21st, 2015
Like they haven’t been doing this from the beginning.
Gov’t: Sea urchins with insides empty, bare skeletons, and black lesions in Hawaii — Birds dying of
unusual cancers, rarely seen in wildlife (PHOTOS) - January 22nd, 2015
“One of largest mass die-offs of seabirds ever recorded” now underway on West Coast — Gov’t: “I’ve
never seen anything like this, ever” — Experts: “Just massive, massive, unprecedented” … “Strong
possibility of it escalating to affect other species” — “Significant uptick in mass-mortality events in marine
world” - January 23rd, 2015
TV: “Animals basically dying on our beaches” along West Coast — “New, worse calamity seems to be
unfolding” — Experts: “Like walking skeletons”; “So hungry they gnaw on rocks”; “Skin hanging off”;
“Extremely unusual… maybe the fish have all left”; “Prepare for the worst” (VIDEOS) - February 1st, 2015
CBS: Officials alarmed as several types of marine mammals begin washing up in California — “Now
entire coast is being affected” — “Whole population getting hit hard… a real shock to us” — Animals of all
ages sick, not only newborns — “Really hard to wrap our heads around what’s happening” (VIDEO) February 2nd, 2015

Japan & U.S. Gov’t Experts: West Coast hit by radioactive plumes from massive explosions at Fukushima
Unit 1 & Unit 3 — Maps of L.A. and San Francisco covered in red clouds removed from latest paper —
Total releases ‘clearly larger’ than previously claimed — ‘Significantly’ higher discharges flowed toward
U.S. - February 3rd, 2015
Marine mammal strandings shatter records on West Coast — 10 times worse than they’ve ever seen
before — Expert: “3 years of babies have crashed & burned… doesn’t make sense that they’re fine, then
all of a sudden 3 years in a row, they’re not” (VIDEO) - February 5th, 2015
TV: Shellfish disappearing along west coast, nobody knows why — Has become systemic crisis —
Finding Pacific shellfish ‘next to impossible’ — Manager: “Recently there’s no local scallops at all, supply
gone” — Chef: Began a few months ago, oyster farms flourishing for years all of a sudden had to shut
down (VIDEOS) - February 8th, 2015
FOX San Diego: Sardines, crayfish “disappeared from Pacific Ocean… they’ve just vanished” — Marine
mammals starving, struggling to survive on West Coast — Strandings in past 5 weeks already exceed
what’s normally seen for an entire year — “Much larger” than anything on record - February 10th, 2015
Japan TV: Failure at Fukushima — Cement not stopping highly contaminated nuclear waste from flowing
out of reactor buildings — IAEA: Radioactive releases from plant into ocean “a challenging issue” —
Officials: Don’t know what to do next, or how this will affect whole ‘decommissioning’ project (VIDEO) February 11th, 2015
“Alarming Numbers”: Over 15,000 baby sea lions may have died off California coast — “Marine biologists
warn it could deplete an entire generation” — “Heralding the demise of something else beneath the
waves”?- February 15th, 2015
Epidemic causing mass die-off along California coast — “Nasty, cheese-like lesions” prevent birds from
eating, breathing — Newly discovered parasite being blamed — Experts: “Surprising… Very concerning…
Sudden increase is disturbing” (GRAPHIC PHOTOS) - February 21st, 2015
“Bizarre, milky rain” falls for days by most contaminated nuclear site in U.S. — Expert: I’ve never seen
anything like it — TV: Very unusual for our area — Nuke lab “didn’t collect enough to analyze… never
planned to do real study” on mystery material — NOAA contaminates sample, then loses it (VIDEO) February 22nd, 2015
FOX L.A.: “Dead sea lions litter Malibu beaches, families shocked… WARNING: Graphic Images” —
Babies being eaten by birds — So many 911 calls about dying animals it’s “bogging down system” —
“Scientists say this year is worst in history” — Tells us “major changes are going on out in the ocean” February 24th, 2015
‘Absolute Shock’: Nuclear waste on roof of Fukushima reactor flowing directly in ocean — Officials kept
secret for past year & did nothing to stop it — Coming from highly radioactive debris on top of Unit 2;
Gundersen: Reactor pressures got so high “it blew top off” — Amount of leakage ‘unknown’ — “Fallout far
from over… International fury rising” (VIDEO) - February 25th, 2015
And still kept secret by the press.
Report: Fukushima fallout detected in U.S. fish — Dose equal to samples caught 100 miles from plant —
Persistently high levels detected in marine life offshore “not anticipated… orders of magnitude” more than
expected — “Measurements needed… along predicted plume trajectory” - March 2nd, 2015

Gov’t: It’s getting “even worse” on West Coast this year — Experts say over 35,000 baby sea lions could
be dead; “This phenomenon is unprecedented in scale” — Hundreds of times more pups than usual at
rescue center — Doctor: “Definitely indicates ocean not normal… Really, we should be worried” - March
4th, 2015
Former Official: “40+ areas where extremely contaminated water flows directly into ocean” at Fukushima
— Bloomberg: “4 years out, Fukushima reactors still spewing… Fishermen alleging for a while that
radioactive water spilling into Pacific… astounding nobody at Tepco has gone to jail” - March 13th, 2015
Expert: Disease outbreak on US West Coast is largest ever seen in any population of animals — Tens of
millions dead — Official: Gov’t needs to declare emergency before extinction occurs — Many scientists
believed radiation from Fukushima to blame - March 14th, 2015
10,000 baby sea lions dead on one California island — Experts: “It’s getting crazy… This is a crisis…
Never seen anything like it… Very difficult to see so much death” — TV: “Numbers skyrocketing at
alarming rates” — “Woman is burying the rotting mammals” after digging graves at beach - March 16th,
2015
Mysterious affliction in Alaska polar bears suffering baldness and lesions; Rate spiked nearly 1,000%
after Fukushima began — Gov’t: Ongoing reports of unusual number of ‘hairless seals’ with sores —
“Seals continue to be reported with hair loss… it makes us nervous” (PHOTO) - March 17th, 2015
Dead sea creatures “covering the sand with a sea of red” on California beach; Witnesses: “Bazillions of
crab-like things washed ashore… I’ve never seen these before, it’s incredible” — ‘Glow in the dark’
organisms recently stranded nearby; Official: “No one here has ever seen it!” (VIDEO) - March 23rd, 2015
Expert: Plutonium-241 from Fukushima nearly 70,000 times more than atomic bomb fallout in Japan —
Gov’t Labs: Large areas of oceans contaminated by plutonium from events such as Fukushima; Build-up
in biosphere expected; Considerable hazard to humans — Officials: Molten fuel now ‘particle-like’,
contains ‘special’ nuclear materials - March 25th, 2015
Gov’t Report: Plutonium at 1,000,000 Bq/m3 was detected in ocean off Fukushima — “Contaminated
waters will be transported rapidly to east” across Pacific — This is “the most important direct liquid
release of artificial radioactivity into sea ever known” — Scientists: “Remember, its not just cesium that’s
released” - March 27th, 2015
Experts: Pacific food web crashing — “What’s going on? Where are the fish? Where did they go?” — “To
be honest, it’s insane” — “You could equate it to a war zone” — “Food shortage all up & down West
Coast” — Fishermen believe pollution harming food chain, doubt NOAA’s ‘warm water’ theory (VIDEOS) March 31st, 2015
13 baby gray whales and 55 dolphins found dead on West Coast — “Rash of dead humpback whales in
Oregon” — “Corpses of sea lions, birds, sea turtles decomposing” — Mysterious deaths probed by gov’t
— “Fear for whales encountering ‘radiation hot spots’…Volunteers trained about dangers of
radiation” (VIDEO) - April 3rd, 2015
“BREAKING NEWS – Scientists detect Fukushima radiation on North American shores” — Coastal
communities ‘concerned’ — Over 7 Bq/m3 of cesium from dock in Pacific Northwest — Professor: It
indicates arrival of other radioactive substances — “Represents potential radiological health risk” (VIDEO)
- April 6th, 2015

National Geographic: Newly discovered mass mortality in sea creatures along California coast — Body
parts falling off, animals ‘wasting away’ — Researchers fear sea star epidemic has spread (PHOTOS) April 7th, 2015
Gov’t Experts: “Astounding” levels of radiation measured in U.S. from Fukushima — Around 500,000
times our normal levels… “We never have ever seen anything even close to that, concentrations went up
and up and up every day… Amazing to see this 7,000 km away” — “A matter of life & death” (VIDEO) April 9th, 2015
Officials: “Such a bizarre thing” off California coast — “We’re seeing multiple aborted fetuses every day”
— 100,000s of seabirds that nest in area now missing… “Huge, unprecedented die-off like we’ve never
seen” — Many baby seals dying after mothers led them to a cliff edge… “Brutal to watch” (AUDIO) - April
10th, 2015
Japan Times: Over 150 dolphins wash ashore at multiple locations — 50 miles from Fukushima border —
Could be largest mass stranding ever reported in nation’s history — Govt’ Expert: “The dolphins may
have had psychological problems… We don’t see any immediate signs of cancer” (VIDEO) - April 11th,
2015
Extremely rare whale washes up in Northeast Japan — Just one sighting of species in history — Similar
creature found dead nearby - April 14th, 2015
Japan Scientist: “I’ve never seen this before” — White lungs found in dolphins that died during mass
stranding near Fukushima — Interruption of blood supply leading to death of tissue — Disease has been
linked to radiation exposure - Aril 15th, 2015
Just In: Emergency closure of fishery along entire West Coast — Almost no babies surviving since 2011
— “Catastrophic crash… Population decimated… Crisis… Collapse so severe” — “Latest in series of
alarming die-offs… mass reproductive failures… strange diseases” — Official: “A lot of weird things out
there” - April 16th, 2015
CBS: Worst may not be over from Fukushima — “Effects of radiation have become much more severe” —
“Enormous decline” seen in animal species — “Striking drop-off… really dramatic impacts” due to nuclear
disaster (VIDEO)- April 17th, 2015
TV: Nuclear waste spilling into Pacific Ocean after power outage hits Fukushima plant — Radiation
Expert: Site is so radioactive and unstable “it may never be contained” - April 21st, 2015
Professors: 100s of Millions of animals have died recently along West Coast — Worst mortality event ever
known — “Wiped out at least 20 different species” — Marine life also disappearing from Fukushima coast
- April 22nd, 2015
Nuclear Engineer: I agree Fukushima can be ‘extinction event’; It’s a myth that disaster is being contained
— Nuclear Expert: Radioactive material has “contaminated much of Pacific Coast of North America…
Negative impacts of the accident have spread throughout world” - April 28th, 2015
CBS: “Mysterious whale deaths” in California under investigation — Scientists perplexed, this is “very
concerning” — “Continues trend of whales washing ashore” — Animals sick, starving, emaciated, too
weak to swim, hemorrhaging (VIDEO) - April 29th, 2015

TV: Billions of mysterious creatures dead along West Coast — “Literally covering all of Oregon coast” —
Washing up from California to Alaska — Expert: Death totals are staggering, “it’s got to be
billions” (VIDEO) - May 3rd, 2015
US university testing animals in Pacific for Fukushima radiation — Photos show bodies riddled with
tumors, eyes bleeding, covered in lesions — Some are missing testicles, eyeballs — Skin disintegrating,
peeling off, turning yellow — Mammals affected by diseases never seen in species (WARNING: Graphic
Pics) - May 6th, 2015
VIDEO: Significant amounts of Fukushima radiation detected on west coast — Nuclear Expert: Levels are
30 times worse than predicted… “and it’s just the beginning of the onslaught”; Scientists have no clue
about what’s coming, their real goal was downplaying damage to Pacific - May 9th, 2015
Scientists mystified by unusual strandings of large sea creatures on West Coast — TV: “In 3 weeks, 5
dead whales have now beached along the Northern California coast” — “It’s totally something new,
something strange”… “This is kind of eerie, what are the odds of two dead whales in same
place?” (VIDEO) - May 11th, 2015
Gov’t Experts: Hordes of jellyfish 10 blocks long off west coast of Seattle; So dense it’s like you can just
walk on them… Disturbing when all you pull up are huge masses of jellyfish — NPR: They seem to be
replacing fish in food chain — Herring disappear, mysterious spike in salmon deaths (PHOTOS) - May
14th, 2015
Guardian: Pacific Ocean “turning into a desert” off California — Experts: Entire generation of baby sea
lions is dying; It’s incredible, it’s so unusual and there’s no good explanation for it; Expect same thing to
happen again next year — Carts filled with emaciated dead bodies (PHOTOS) - May 17th, 2015
Officials: 6,000% cancer rate increase in Fukushima children’s thyroids — Expert: Urgent
countermeasures against the suspected outbreak are necessary — Professor: Gov’t stopped me from
checking thyroid exposure levels after 3/11 (VIDEO) - May 19th, 2015
Mysterious deadly black fungus being found on fish in Pacific Northwest — Gov’t: There was some
concern Fukushima radiation could be involved — Biologists investigating how this landbased mold is
now appearing in ocean — Many reports of unusual rotting sores, growths, bumps, cancer - May 21st,
2015
Surge in whale deaths along West Coast — Experts: “So many in such a small area is setting off
alarms… We really don’t know what’s going on” — Professor: “I’m not sure this is just a natural event…
There may be a disease in ocean” — Gov’t: “We’re not even concerned about it” (VIDEOS) - May 29th,
2015
Officials: ‘Nuclear fuel material’ leak at Fukushima — Japan TV: Record levels of radioactivity detected in
seawater — Spiked “more than 200 times” at sampling location — Highest concentrations ever measured
in 11 different areas (VIDEO) - May 31st, 2015
Censored US gov’t emails reveal proposed plan to test West Coast residents for Fukushima fallout —
“Many cases of cancer may end up being attributed to exposures” — Doses could exceed EPA’s
emergency levels — UC Berkeley Nuclear Dept.: “Prompt action should be taken” - June 1st, 2015

TV: Scientists warning of mass die-off along California coast — Official: Seafloor littered with dead fish,
washing up “as far as I could see” — Toxin has spread all up and down West Coast — Experts: “Very,
very unusual… Really extraordinary” (VIDEO) - June 2nd, 2015
Scientists reveal details of unprecedented mass mortality on West Coast that began summer 2011 —
“Many millions” of deaths before sea star wasting syndrome — Multiple species wiped out in days —
Mortality rate of 99.99% over large region — “No documented event has been so severe” - June 4th,
2015
Gov’t Expert: West Coast will soon be hit by 800 Trillion Bq of Fukushima Cesium-137 — Nearly equal to
amount of fallout deposited on Japan — Levels in Pacific “higher than expected” — “Main body of surface
plume has reached off coast of US” — Never slowed down while crossing ocean, contrary to prediction June 7th, 2015
NOAA: Beaches full of dead baby sea lions off California, many aborted fetuses — Garbage bags filled
with animals along coast — Carts in freezer overflowing with bodies — Official: Pollution may well have
had an effect… We deliberately didn’t test for it - June 8th, 2015
Alarms raised on West Coast over unprecedented die-off of nearly endangered marine mammals — More
have washed up in last few months than during all of recorded history combined — Experts scrambling to
deal with latest wildlife crisis in Pacific — Official: “What’s going to happen next?” (VIDEO) - June 10th,
2015
Japan Scientists: High radiation levels near West Coast after Fukushima disaster — Almost 30 Bq/m3 of
cesium offshore — Secret documents reveal US gov’t previously ordered radiation test results in Pacific
be hidden to avoid contamination fears - June 10th, 2015
So the ocean is dead and the US government thinks we don’t have a right to know? How scientific is
that?
Senior Scientist: “Birds in such bad condition” off West Coast — Zero babies survive on islands, usually
over 15,000 — “Extremely poor” breeding success… they didn’t even try — Before and after photos show
beaches deserted - June 11th, 2015
CIA Agent: Gov’t covering up effects of radiation; I hope public becomes more aware of threat to their
health — Study: Actual radiation risks are “orders of magnitude greater” than official estimates;
“Completely changes the picture… a serious public health hazard” (VIDEO) - June 13th, 2015
Study: Fukushima radiation will cause long-term harm to Pacific salmon population — Efforts needed to
protect species from possible extinction — Radiation monitoring is critical to avoid human health
problems — “US inland areas also at risk of exposure” - June 16th, 2015
Gov’t: “This is unprecedented in extent and magnitude”… toxic bloom may stretch from Calif. to Alaska —
Largest event ever recorded? — Official: “It’s new territory… we’ve never had to close essentially half our
coast” — Fish washing up “extremely poisonous” — “Serious concern for coastal communities” - June
16th, 2015
NBC: Sea creatures swarming ashore from San Diego to San Fran. — CBS: Millions of dead blanketing
miles of coastline, “like a red carpet… 12-16 inches thick… never seen anything like this” — ABC: We
wonder if they’re sick, or it’s something in ocean? Scientists don’t have an explanation (PICS & VIDEO) June 19th, 2015

10 giant whales found dead in Pacific off US coast — Victims of ‘mysterious affliction’ — Mass die-off of
walruses and seabirds reported nearby — Experts: “Something out of the ordinary is happening” —
“Really perplexing… We’re at a loss… Maybe whales ran into a toxin” (AUDIO) - June 20th, 2015
All this documentation and they are “at a loss..Maybe the whales ran into a toxin” Sure.
TV: Emergency survey underway along West Coast, marine life being affected “in ways never seen
before” — CBS: “Unusual increase in dolphin, sea lion, and seabird deaths” — Thought to be largest toxic
bloom “anywhere, ever” — Worry that impacts on fish to last several years (VIDEO) - June 22nd, 2015
Fukushima plume model shows 1 Million Bq/m2 over West Coast after reactor explosions — TV: Private
emails reveal highest levels of gov’t worried about health impact in US — Nuclear industry tried to bury
truth, while UC Berkeley experts told public “there is no plume” (VIDEO) - June 24th, 2015
“Eerie new phenomenon” attacking sea creatures on West Coast — Marine life disappearing from tide
pools — Fish, octopus, mussels, urchins, limpets, sea hares “seem to be leaving… there’s something
going on” — “Experts have no idea what to expect next” (VIDEO) - June 25th, 2015
NASA Experts: Southeast US hit by “anomalously high” levels of polonium from Fukushima — Never
seen before, except during volcanic events — Fallout also detected in Mississippi river — Polonium
releases kept secret in past nuclear disasters; Death estimates would skyrocket if included - June 26th,
2015
Officials: Much of Pacific Ocean threatened by Fukushima releases, an area covering 1/3 of globe — US:
“States in region understandably concerned for safety”… “Urgent need” to assess impact on food, water
— IAEA begins testing around Pacific - June 29th, 2015
“Mutant fish” with giant tumor growing from head caught near Three Mile Island — Officials:
“Unrecognizable pathogen” detected in species, “this is very, very serious” — Lesions found at alarming
rate — Almost 70% of males have female eggs in testicles — “We’re waiting to catch one with 3
eyes” (VIDEO) - June 30th, 2015
NOAA: Young herring “suddenly disappear” from Pacific, no one can find them; “This is an enigma,
something’s happened” — Millions of missing salmon raising alarms; “Very odd… Very strange… Most
different year ever… It looks really bad” — Fishermen catching only huge numbers of jellyfish (VIDEO) July 6th, 2015
Many large marine mammals found dead around California, public warned to expect further strandings —
FOX: “Very disturbing… I kept running into more… So unusual… Part of troubling trend” — ABC: “So
many dead animals, it felt really tragic… Very peculiar… Fear there’s more to come” (VIDEO) - July 7th,
2015
Experts: Plutonium levels 10,000,000 times normal in water below Fukushima reactors — Plutonium hit
record high off coast in 2014 — “Has been transported relatively long distances” – Every sample taken
from rivers flowing into Pacific had Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241,and Pu-242 from plant - July 10th, 2015
TV: US scientists testing for radiation in dead whales as mysterious die-off in Pacific continues — Now 14
carcasses reported, expert warns “death toll could still rise” — “Whales may have consumed something
toxic… trying to find an explanation for this unusual event” (VIDEO) - July 12th, 2015

Yahoo News: Mutated plants near Fukushima gain internet fame — Pics show centers fused together,
petals growing out of sides, ring-shaped flower with 4 stems — US Gov’t Expert: Plant abnormalities can
be induced after only 24 hours of exposure to radioactive fallout (PHOTOS) - July 15th, 2015
TV: Nuclear waste overflowing into Pacific Ocean at Fukushima — Officials: Impossible to stop the spill
anytime soon — Torrential rainfall from approaching typhoon already too much for plant to handle - July
16th, 2015
Unprecedented emergency statewide fishing closures enacted in Pacific Northwest — “We’ve never had
to do anything like this” — “Very alarming” mass die-offs linked to disease outbreak — Nearly 100%
infection rate in some areas — Rotting gills, distended bellies — NOAA: It’s a ‘head scratcher’ (VIDEOS) July 17th, 2015
Nuclear Expert: We should be very worried about ongoing catastrophe at Fukushima… “Complete failure”
of ice wall built to contain extremely radioactive water… Plutonium is flowing into Pacific, will for many
years to come — Strontium in ocean hits record level, huge increase reported since April (VIDEO) - July
20th, 2015
TV: Mystery ‘green goo’ decimating fishing on West Coast — “Like ectoplasm in Ghostbusters” —
Experts: “About as severe as we could ever anticipate… Lot of unusual things going on” — “We’re not
catching any fish… Never as bad as right now… Almost non-existent… Worst season ever” (PHOTO) July 20th, 2015
Gov’t Official: Chilling report from Pacific Ocean… “Silence on the seas” — “Quite literally, there isn’t any
fish” — Japan Professor: Fukushima posing reproduction risk to marine life, ongoing concern over bioaccumulation of radioactive material (VIDEOS) - July 21st, 2015
“Quite literally, there isn’t any fish.”
Japan Reporter: Mutations increasing in Fukushima — TV: “Strange things are happening to the plants
and animals” — Gov’t News Agency: “Long list of mutated life forms reported” (VIDEO) - July 22nd, 2015
Attorney for US Navy Sailors: Third death from exposure to Fukushima fallout — Baby with brain cancer
has died — Reporters afraid to publish stories related to case — Professor: USS Reagan sailors were
first people to be hit by plume outside of plant (VIDEOS) - July 26th, 2015
AP: Unprecedented deaths along U.S. Pacific coast — Scientists: Mass die-offs of mammals, birds, fish…
“No one’s sure what happened” — Gov’t wants Unusual Mortality Event declared — Samples “being
tested for radionuclides from Fukushima” (PHOTOS & AUDIO) - July 28th, 2015
USA Today: Millions of fish dead in Pacific Northwest — Ocean conditions have ‘gone to hell’ — Salmon
covered in fungus, red lesions all over, big gaping sores — Extinction concerns, “it could be the end” —
Experts: It’s crazy… Unprecedented… Catastrophic… Worst they’ve ever seen (VIDEO & PHOTOS) August 1st, 2015
TV: “Can’t believe it’s happened again” on San Francisco coast — Mysterious whale deaths baffling
scientists — Officials: An “inexplicable” trend — Dolphins wash up dead on beach nearby, “heartbreaking
to hear the dying baby calling out” (VIDEO) - August 3rd, 2015

US Gov’t: “We don’t know what’s going on” in Pacific — Many ill baby seals being abandoned; Dozens of
walruses found dead; Dying whales, birds, fish — “Unprecedented things happening” — Experts: “It’s
been a very unusual marine mammal year… I’m really worried, very concerned” - August 7th, 2015
Die-off of birds all over Alaska beaches, floating in Pacific — “They seem to be starving” — Recordbreaking spike in rescues, “such a dramatic increase” — Deformed and abnormal animals reported
(PHOTOS & AUDIO)- August 8th, 2015
Toxic bloom “basically eating the West Coast alive” — “Unusual deaths up and down the Pacific coast” —
“All populations of marine mammals are way down” in areas — Experts: “Largest ever recorded… This is
really unprecedented territory… Never seen an event like this” (VIDEO) - August 9th, 2015
US Gov’t Expert: Fukushima is always on people’s minds… a lot of concern and worry about radiation’s
role in unusual marine deaths — Reports of shrunken or enlarged organs, black kidneys, sores on liver,
slime in mouth, discolored skin — Mortality in intertidal zone like “we haven’t seen before” (VIDEO) August 11th, 2015
Officials: “Trillions of becquerels of radioactive material still flowing into sea” at Fukushima — Map shows
nuclear waste coming up from bottom of ocean far offshore — Japan TV Journalist: “Contaminated
seawater will circulate around globe… disaster like a huge cloth expanding everyday” (VIDEO) - August
11th, 2015
Giant whales found dead up & down Pacific NW coast, scientists ‘baffled’ over surge — 25+ carcasses
reported in past month — Gov’t: “Troubling… Definitely a pulse of deaths” — Experts: “Alarming spike…
Exceptionally rare to see a dead humpback” — Concerns about unidentified pathogen (PHOTOS) August 13th, 2015
Animals shrunk after Fukushima crisis began — Japan Scientists: We conclude that the small size was
caused by environmental stress imposed by unusual event - August 14th, 2015
Official: “Thousands of Millions” of fish wash up dead in Alaska — Piles of them… I have never seen
anything like it… First time we’ve ever heard of this (VIDEO) - August 18th, 2015
‘Unbelievable!’: Scientists stunned as 3 rare giant oarfish found dead off Los Angeles in recent weeks —
Flesh falling apart while still alive, body parts missing — Biologist: “Of course I’m very concerned… for
some reason they’re dying… it’s very strange” — Being tested for toxins (VIDEO) - August 20th, 2015
TV: “Can’t believe it’s happened again” on San Francisco coast — Mysterious whale deaths baffling
scientists — Officials: An “inexplicable” trend — Dolphins wash up dead on beach nearby, “heartbreaking
to hear the dying baby calling out” (VIDEO) - August 23rd, 2015
“Horrific environmental mystery… Everyone’s freaked out”: 1,500% normal death rate in whales off West
Coast — Gov’t declares unprecedented Unusual Mortality Event — Scientists alarmed, ‘no idea’ what’s
happening — Expert: “It’s all going to cascade up to us” — Other die-offs being reported (VIDEOS) August 24th, 2015
BREAKING: Fukushima nuclear waste detected along Southern California coast — Highest levels seen
anywhere in North America since testing program began — 8.4 Bq/m3 of radioactive cesium measured
near beach between Los Angeles and San Diego (VIDEO & MAP) - August 25th, 2015

Many baby seals dying of leukemia-linked disorder along California coast — Blamed for over 1/3 of recent
deaths at San Francisco Bay rescue center (CHART) - August 26th, 2015

